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CHAPTER O �. 
REV_ll; _ _Qf_THE LITERATURE. 
A study which has had tremendous impact on researchers 
in the field of delinquency was conducted by Glueck and Glu ck 
(1950). In this extensive study they used a team of 
psychologists, psychiatrists, social investigators and 
statisticians to study 500 delinquent and 500 non-delinquent 
pairs, matched for age, type of neighbourhood and intelligence. 
From the results of this research the Gluecks proposed 
a five point causal law. According to this formulation 
delinquents are distinguishable from non-delinquents on the 
following measures. 
(1) Physically in being essentially mesomorphic. 
(2) Temperamentally tending towards restlessness, impulsive-
ness and aggressiveness. 
(3) Emotionally in being hostile, defiant, resentful and 
non-submissive. 
(4) Psychologically in being direct concrete learners. 
(5) Socio-culturally in being reared by unfit parents. 
From this the Gluecks published a prediction table, that 
they claim is both reliable and valid. From this table a 
boy's chances of becoming a fully fledged delinquent can be 
assessed by comparing his score with that of delinquents 
upon which the prediction tables were based. These suggest 
that what the Gluecks call the under the roof culture of the 
family has a pwerful influence on the children, and thus 
psychological neglect by the parents may be a very important 
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factor in delinquency.*  
n approach concerned more specifically with the 
influence of the parents in delinquency is reported by 
McCord and lcCord (1959). This research was an outgrowth 
of the Cambridge Sommerville Jouth Study. Over a five 
year period observations were made of the day to day 
behaviour of 253 boys and their families. Twenty years 
later the criminal records, if any, of these boys, now 
adults, were examined. s all of the men came from 
relatively lower class urban areas one rnaj or factor in the 
causation of crime, the influence of a delinquent subculture 
or tradition was held constant. The McCords focussed on 
three interacting variables; the role model of the parents; 
the attitude of the parents towards the boy; and the 
methods of discipline used by the parents. 
Some of the results of this and other studies will be 
given in the discussion of reasons for the setting up of 
particular hypotheses. However, suffice it to say that 
this study is of value because of the unique opportunity to 
do a longitudinal study on a group of boys, seeing which 
boys cornmited delinquent acts and then being able to look 
back into the extensive case notes to see possible causes. 
So far I have concentrated on emphasising the importance 
of the parents in producing delinquency in the belief that 
given parent behawes towards a given child in certain ways 
which ( ) tend to be consistent from situation to situation. 
(note also the importance of parental inconsistancy) and 
* For comment on and criticisms of the Glueck's work 
see Reiss, A.J. and Rubin, J. , 1951 
(B) tend to differentiate him from other parents. Such 
consistently repeated situations are, for the child, 
learni g situations in which social habits are formed, 
developed and generalised into habit systems which at length 
consi ti tu te his ad11 t �ersonali ty 1 ( Champrey, P 529, 1941). 
Laying aside biological theories and the influence of 
distinctive personality charactereistics, the latter assumed 
to be a result of learning experience, the other major set of 
variables is how the wider society within which the child 
lives affects his behaviour. ccording to Durkheim 
(1897,1398 serious economic or political stress can lead to 
the breakdown of power in the social system, whereby 
cultural norms no longer have an inhibiting influence over 
grou and individual behaviour. He calleG th�s breakdown 
a condition of nor:nlessness or •anomie'. The influence of 
Durkheim's theory is shown very strongly in Lander1 s (1934) 
theory of weakened social controls. Lander asserts that 
juvenile delin uency is concentrated in normless neighbourhoods, 
occuring among youths who do not have strong ties to 
society, such as stable jobs or a network of friends and 
relatives. This type of situation is shown very well by 
Leighton's (1960) portrayal of a disintegrated community, 
such as Sterling Community. 
Much contemporary sociological thinking concerni�g 
delinquency derives from Merton's (1961) extension of 
Durkheim's theory. This extension is the foundation of 
what Hirschi (1969) calls the strain or motivational theory. 
In an i�teresting attempt to impose some order onto the 
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recent rolifera of research, Hirschi maintains that 
three fundamental perspectives on delinquency dominate the 
current scene. 
The strain or motivational theorists argue that 
legitimate desires unsatisfiable by conformity, force a 
person in to delinquency. This is shown by C award and 
Ohlin' s ( 196 0 )  theory of opportLmi ty. Delinquency in their 
view is the result of unsuccessful efforts to achieve the 
success goals of the dominant society, especially as they 
relate to money or power. Thus the individual engages in 
either, or both, illegal and antisocial activities to gain 
status. In so doing flouting the rules and standards of 
the larger society. Cohen's (196 3)  theory is essentially 
similar. He is first concerned with the conditions under 
which a distinctive culture will develop. tThe crucial 
conditions for the emergence of new cultural forms is the 
existance, in effective interaction with one another, of a 
• number of actors with similar problems of adjustment• 
( Co hen P • 5 9 , 1 96 3 ) • The similar problems of adjustment that 
working class boys share is what Cohen calls denied status. 
:rhrough inader- ua te training they are unable to achieve middle 
class status and react by using middle class values as a 
negative reference point forming their own status system. 
However, as these authors regard delinquency very much 
as a working class phenomenon this means that their theories 
provide no satisfactory explanation for the middle class 
delinquent, 
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The second main type of theory in Hirschi's 
classification system are the cultural deviance theories. 
The advocates of this view, Miller (1958), Shaw and 
McKay (1)49) and Surther.land (1966), view delinquency al�ost 
exclusively as cultural ly  or class defined. The basic 
idea is that most members of any subculture will behave 
according to the ideology of that subculture. Hence it is 
postul ated that most del inquents do not deviate from the 
norms of the lower class subculture which is viewed as a 
separate subculture with a distinct ideology. hat is 
important in the causation of delinquency is how the norms 
of the lower class differs from the norms of the dominant 
class. .ccording to Mil ler the ideology of the American 
lower cl ass subculture stems l argely from the prevalence of 
mother centred families and includes awarding prestige to 
males who are tough, and skilled at outsmarting others. 
If this theory is correct then the fact that working 
class boys may be denied status in middle class society is 
irrelevant and 3tinchombe (1964) may be correct when he 
maintains that it is the middle class boy, not the working 
cl ass boy, who is doihg badly at school who is more l ikely 
to suffer from a discrepancy between aspirations and reality 
and thus .:nay be forced into delinquency. The issue 
ultimately boil s  down to whether there is an isolated lower 
class culture whose children are completely insulated from 
middle class values. Though Miller's research with a 
group of low status Negro families may have reinforced this 
belief, this may have been a result of his sampling method 
and may have given rise to an overgeneralised impression. 
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The last area covered by Hirschi' s classification 
system takes us back to placing importance on the effect 
that parents have on their children. According to the 
Control theorists a person is free to co�mit delinquent acts 
because his ties to conventional society have somehow been 
broken. These theorists see the delinquent as a person 
• relatively free from the intimate attachments and moral 
beliefs that bind most people to a life within the law• 
(Hirschi P 1969). Hirschi as a major advocate of 
control theory maintains that the bond of affection to parents 
is a major deterrent to crime. In his book he puts this 
argument forward very strongly. Validating it by experimental 
work comparing and contrasting the sorts of attachment 
patterns delinquent and non-delinquent boys have with regard 
to such things as parents, school and peers. 
SECT:L:ON_ TI Q. 
r;:c NE _Z3!1_Im SITU TION. 
Hopefully most authors would agree that the extent of 
delinquency and even the way it is manifested is influenced 
greatly by the framework of socie�y. For example ablonsky 
(1962) shows how differing types of gangs form in accordance 
with differing types of social conditions. 
In the main research areas of America and Britain 
slum environments seem to have a great effect on the rate 
of delinquency. Large groups of people are congregated in 
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areas where houving, employment and familial relationships 
are often inadequate. Status is frustrated and delinquency 
blooms. In [ew Zealand we have, as yet, few slu.ms and this 
factor could infl�ence the ;ay delinquency is manifested . 
lso overseas literature has emphasised the importance of 
gang delinquency and the delinquent act is commonly, regarded 
as a group adventure. Shaw and '1cKay ( 191+9 ) found that 88% 
of juvenile crime was committed by two or more boys. This has 
also been support d by :1.eckless ( 195 7) . In New Zealand I 
would suggest t�at gang delinquency will not be so prevalent, 
boys tending to commit delinquent acts either in a small 
grou , or by themselves. If this is so the latter assurn. tion 
would support the Glueck's postu ation that geng membership 
cannot be a cause of delinquency because in their sample most 
of the boys had become delinquent before joining the gang. 
This leaves us maintaining that in New Zealand at least, the 
family is the most important cause of delinquency, though in 
some cases the gang either acts as a catalyst or provides a 
refuge. Thus because of a deficient family relationship the 
boy may be more attracted to the gang whereas close parent�l 
attachment as measured by Hirschi (1)6)) seems to insulate a 
boy 3gainst delinquency even in high delinquency producing 
areas. 
The second major difference lies in our racial structure. 
rhe Maori consititutes a sizeabla minority who is in varying 
degrees different culturally and socially from the white 
minority. Delinquency is high among the Maori population, 
according to some experts almost four times that of the 
pakeha rate (Ausubel 1965). This is probably because 
the aori is undergoing a cultural change inevitably 
producing disorganisation and a period of confusion of 
norms which could lead to a high rate of delinquency. 
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The racial difference has been mentioned now so that when 
we look at hypothesis regarding parental adequacy we shall 
remember that there may not only be differences between 
delinquents and non-delinquents, but also between Maori and 
Pakeha. 
CHAPTL!�-o. 
DERIVATION OF HYPOTHESIS: 
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In reviewing the literature we have discussed the 
views of authors who have made important contributions to 
delinquency research. In this section we shall look at these 
and many other authors in the more specific context of how they 
have contributed to the formulation of these hypothesis. 
Section On_§!. 
a�he Relationship of Social Status to Juvenile Delinquen6y. 
Lower socioeconomic status among juvenile delinquents 
was first indicated by Shaw and cKay (1929). They found that 
the proportion of boys appearing before the court for criminal 
activities remained constantly higher in Chicago neighbourhoods 
populated by lower status families. Later ork by the same 
authors (1949) uncovered the same phenomena in other areas, 
such as Seatle, Denver and Philadelphia. They suggest that 
high delinquency rates belong to low status neighbourhoods 
irrespective of the individuals or ethnic groups which live 
there. This has been reinforced by other researchers, 
(Kvaracus 1944: Carr 1950: Burgess 1952). However, critics 
claim that in these studies delinquency rates were 6titained 
from cases handled by police courts, juvenile officers or 
social agencies. They maintain that these figures do not 
accurately reflect the incidence of delinquent acts among the 
social classes, as lower status youngsters, because of the 
neighbourhood and family backgrounds, are more likely to be 
picked up by the police and referred to social agencies. 
Nye, Short and Ohl.son (1958j tried to demonstrate this by 
using another method to gather delinquency data, which 
according to their theory should reveal equal proportions 
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of high and low status delinquents. They presented a list 
of rules and regulations to boys of high school age and asked 
them to anonymously check those that they had broken since 
beginning grade school. The results, they say, prove the 
point that the commission of delinquent acts occurs equally 
among youths in the lower, middle and upper social strata. 
Gold ( 1963) maintains that the findi )g sof rye, Short 
and Ohlson do not contradict findings based on official 
records , as in their questionaire there are 10 items of 23 
which would not be considered delinquent by officials. 
Looking at the 7 most delinquent items which would result in 
court appearance Gold found that lower status boys more often 
report committing those acts. Thus Gold maintains that the 
relationship of social status to delinquency seems to be 
demonstrated by self report techniques, as well as official 
figures. rhus it seems quite valid to hypothesise that New 
Zealand will follow overseas trends and that: 
Delinguencx_will be ass2ciated_with lo��f....§02io-ec£!12mic status. 
(Hypothesis One) 
b) Par� ta.L Con t.§;ct. 
Hirschi (1969) maintains that although the importance 
of attachment to parents is denied in some theories and ignored 
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in others the fact that delinquents are less likely than 
non-delinquents to be closely tied to their parents is one 
of the best documented findings of delinquency research. 
Gold ( 1963) found that attraction to the family seems to 
be a crucial variable in determining a boy's vulnerability to 
delinquency. � ttraction to his family helps to determine the 
degree to which the boy is influenced or controlled by his 
family and, thus, family cohesion is a major factor insulating 
some boys in high delinquency areas from serious involvement in 
delinquency. 
The Gluecks in their comparison of 500 delinquents and 
500 non-delinquents report that a close and affectionate 
relationship with parents was one of the features most often 
distinguishing non-delinquent from delinquents. The delinquents 
in the Glueck's sample did not think their parents were 
honestly concerned about their welfare. The McCords' followup 
of pre-delinquents yielded findings of parental relationships 
similar to those of the Gluecks, in which parental neglect, 
not broken homes, or criminal parents were associated with 
delinquency. 
This summary seems to indicate that the amount and quality 
of contact that the boy has with his parents seems to be a 
vital factor in delinquency, and so as a formal hypothesis we 
will maintain that: 
Delinguents ather than Non-Delinguents are less Likelz�Q 
�losely Tied to their Parents. 
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(Hypothesis Two) 
This hypothesis will be examined under three sub sections. 
Following ndry (p23 1960) the first two will examine 
environmental and psychological communication between parents 
and child. 
nvironmental communication considers how much , and in 
what way, the parent and child share their leisure activities. 
Both Nye (1958) and the Gluecks (1950) have shown that there is 
usually little recreation available in the delinquents' home 
and that the child tends to seek recreation away from the home 
and parents. Thus it is suggested that: 
The Delinquent ,ill Spend More of His Leisure ime Aw�i 
From His P arents and Home Than the Non-Delinquent. 
(Hypothesis� o, ubsection one. ) 
P sychological communication focusses on whether the child 
thinks his parents underst�nd him and are interested in him. 
n ry•s (1960) enquiry about the adequacy of parental love 
showed that 78% of his non-delinquent sample felt that both 
parents were very satisfactory, while 75% of delinquents said 
their parents were unsa ti sf ac tory. Healy and Bremner ( 1936) 
studied a sample of delinquents and their non-delinquent 
siblings and in comparing these two groups they concluded that 
disturbed relationships with parents characterised the former. 
Thus it is suggested that: 
Delinquents will B�2rt_i1ore ften than Non-Delinquents, 
That Their Parents Are Not Interested I n  hem. 
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(Hypothesis rwo, Subsection wo). 
If it is shown that de linquents think their parents are 
not intereste d in them, and they have le ss leisure time 
contact with them than non-de linquents, then it will also be 
suggested that the amount of freedom granted to, or taken by, 
delinquents will be greater than non-delinque nts. Greater 
freedom or indepe ndence could indicate a greater  trust in the 
child, however, if the above two se ctions prove significant 
then a gre ater  amount of freedom would be taken to mean 
negle ct. 
Delinque nt B.QZ§_. ill Re Le22 Ham2ered .!2x_Parental Rules 
_ bout Leisure Activities han Non-Delin_guents. 
(Hypothesis Two, subsection Three )  
c) faternal versus Pate rnal Ade _guacy. 
So far we have bee n  discussing a boy's re lationship with 
both parents, n w we shall separate the parents and compare the 
im ortance of fathers as against mothers in the creation of 
delinquency. 
In re vie wing the literature on the e ffe ct of the father or 
mother on delinquency Hirschi (196 9) states that the 
em irical e vidence that the father is more important than the 
mothe r is matched on the whole by e vidence that he is less 
important in the causation of delinquency. The cCords (1959) 
attribute greater significance to the mother though 
relationships be tween  crime and fathers attitude were also 
found. As e xpected crime was most frequent when both parents 
were rejecting and least when both we re affectionate. 
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However, if the other was rejecting those who had loving 
fathers were less likely to become delinquent than those with 
neglecting fathers, although the difference did not appear to 
be significant. If the father was reject!ng the emotional 
status of the mother significantly affected criminal 
inclinations. 
rhis viev1 however, is challenged by Pe t:terson and 
Brecker ( 1965)  who show that the .i.cCord s' ex lana tions have no 
statistical significance and therefore their conclusion that 
maternal rejection appears to be more crimogenic than paternal 
rejection is not fully justified. 
Bowlby ( 1952) draws attention to maternal deprivation as 
� strong factor in producing serious and ersistent delin uency. 
�ndry(196 0) criticises Bowlby by maintaining that he has 
relegated the role of the father to a secondary position 
without saying why. ndry places heavy emphasis on defects in 
the father son relationship as a major factor in delinquency. 
In a comparison of 80 court coIJLnitted repeated offenders and 
a carefully matched sample of non offenders Andry found that 
though both arents of delinquents differed from control parents 
in adequacy of affection it was the attitude of the father 
which appeared to have the stronger influence in forming 
emotional predispositions to delinquency. The Gluecks( 1950) 
came to a very similar conclusion. 
The greater importance of the father in delinquency may 
be argued for by maintaining that the establishment of the 
boys physical similarity to his father, in addition to the 
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eagerness of most parents to encourage their children to 
behave in ways appro riate to their sex roles may lead most 
boys to �odel on their father rather than on the mother. 
From the psychoanalytic viewpoint every boy goes through 
a stage when he 1ishes to su plant the father in the 
affections of his 1other. ihen he is unable to take over 
from his father the boy substitutes identification with him 
and therefore enjoys the desired relationship with his mother 
vicariously. Thus the resolution of the Oedipal conflict 
may be posit�d as a major reason for boys identifying with 
their fathers and primarily incorporating their fathers 
standards of behaviour as their own. 
Delinquents 1 ill Tend to Feel rheir Mother is a ore 
Satisfacto!X Parent than Their Father, �hereas on­
Delinguents I ill .end to Feel That Both Parents are 
guall�tisfying. 
( ypothesis Three) 
d Discipline Techniques. 
'If one endorses the theory that capacities for internal 
control are complexly but closely related to previously 
imposed e�·ternal restr�ins then parental discipline assumes 
focal sienificance as a factor in delinquency • Petterson and 
Becker (P82 1965) 
In one of the earlier studies on discipline and 
delinqency; Burt 1929} defective discipline emerged as one 
of the most impo�tant back-ground determinants of delinquency. 
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fhe defects included laxity, indifference, disagreement 
between parents and excessive strictness. Some combination 
of these faults was found seven times as often among the 
parents of delinquents as among parents of non-delinquents. 
Merrill (1947) also found that 75i of her group of 
delinquents came from homes where parents were too strict, 
too severe, or too erratic. The findings of the Gluecks 
research show that most parents of non-delinquents treat their 
children in a firm but kindly way, whereas arents of delinquents 
tended to be too harsh or too soft and are inclined to 
alternate unpredictably between severity and complete license • 
• ccording to cCords (1959) laxity or severity of treat�ent 
seems to be less damaging than an erratic approach to 
discipline. They classified disctplinary ttitudes under 
six headings, and found that erratic arents especially those 
alternating from laxity to severity seemed to have a higher 
percentag e of delinquents. In  apparent contradiction to the 
findings of Burt, ierrill and the Gluecks, punitive discipline 
was associated with the lowest crime rate of all. Though 
studies have shown that arents of delinquent children are 
quic' er to invoke corporal punishment and less likely to use 
deprivation, praise or reasoning, it is difficult to say 
whether cause or effect is represented here. It is possible 
that parents have resorted to ,hysical punishment in an 
effort to control otherwise uncontrollable children whose 
delinquent tendencies have other determinants. There is 
reason however to believe that physical punishment can increase 
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.aggressive and destructive behaviour through frustration 
effects (Dollard et al 1939) and modelling effects (Bandura 
1962) and therefore increase delinquent tendencies. It 
could also be postt1lated that if there is an llilsatisfactory 
attachment between parents and children then· fear of 
physical un.ish ent rather than respect or love may be the 
only method they can use, thus discipline is achieved by 
negative means. Th�s type of discipline could be damaging 
as it rovides little opportllility for the develJpment of an 
internal �oral code, rather the boy is subjected to an imposed 
code which 1ay be restrictive and/or incomprehensible thus 
encoura ing him to avoid it. 
Overly lax parents also see�ed to have contributed their 
share of delinq ents, though we should be careful in 
distinguishing between freedom, leading to internal discipline 
as advocated by eil (1970) and neglect in �hich the parents 
do not or the boy thinks they do not care what he does and 
therefore in accordance with Hirschis theory would be very 
prone to delinquency. 
lthough the i�portance of erratic discipline is recognised 
we follild information on this very hard to obtain, as will be 
shown later, and so the fourth hypothesis t sts Nye ( 195'8) 
and ndry (1960) views that when delinquent or delinquent 
prone youths are asirnd about the discipline methods of their 
parents they tend to indicate that parents fail to obtain a 
proper balance between strictness and leniency. 
1 9  
- Delinquents� Rather than N£�- elinquents P arent�_wi11_§}�her 
�e E_;_£�iv�1Lfunitive or _verly lax in Matters of DisciQ1_!n�. 
( Hypothesis Four) .  
e G NGS . 
In the preceding discussion I have hypothesised that the 
parents 9 rovide less satisfaction for the delinquent youth than 
for the non-delinquent. This lack of attachment to parents 
makes the pre delinquent youth more susceptable to delinquency. 
For the next part of the discussion we shall take the 
emphasis away from the parents and lace it on the g1ng. I 
have previously said that g_a;ng delinquency in New Zealand does 
not seem to be as widespread as in merica or Britain. 
However unfortunately gang related crime does seem to be 
increasing at an inordinately fast rate. In mi three years 
of working with delinquents, gang associated offenders 
appearing in the institution have moved from a fairly small 
percentage to at least ohe third of the total offenders. 
Thus, as urban concentrations develop, we may be in the 
unfortunate transition towards gang dominated delinquent 
subcultures. 
In order to test our thesis that one reason why boys move 
into gangs is because of a defective family life we shall 
look at boys within the control sample who are gang members. 
I t  is hypothesised that these boys will tend to fall more 
into delinquent categories regarding the variables of family 
life that are thought to have an effect on delinquency. 
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There_:iill_Be_No Signif�cant Difference Between Delinggent 
Gang_ embers_and Non-Delinquent Gang Members on Variatlles 
Of Fam.!lJ:'.: Life lrea_gx� sted. 
(Hy pothesis Five) 
If hypothesis five is proven we will modify the strain 
theorists claims that gang membership is a result of a boys 
attempt to get into the middle class and failure because of 
inadequate preparation. I nstead it will be hypothesised 
that the boy moves into a gang because of a defective f amily 
life and finds status in the gang which provides a way out 
from trying to move up into middle class society. His 
non-gang counterpart not having this convenient escape will 
be ·nore motivated to try to attain middle class status. 
Thus it is assumed that gang members will have little 
or no desire for social mobility. This should apply both 
to Maoris and pakehas as usubel (1965 ) in studying the job 
aspirations of both Maori and Pakeha shows that the Maori 
boys generally tend to have the same ambitions as their 
Pakeha counterpart regarding employment. 
Gang_emebers will As.2ire_S.!.gnificantl:t_leg, to Social Mobilit_I 
than Non-Gang 1embers. 
(Hypothesis Six) 
S CTION 'Y1>1-0 
Maori Delingg�QEZ 
Maori delinquency is to many a worning problem. "The 
most disturbing cause of public concern today is juvenile 
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delinquency . • • • .  and th � e st serious aspect of it is the 
inorc inate y high incidence of law breaking by 1aoris. " 
( Hunn, 1960 ) .  This fact is very well shown by these figures 
comparing Maori and pakeha crime rates. Between 1953-1955 
and 1 96 3-1965 the non-faori crime rate rose by five per cent, 
while the aori crime rate rose by 5 9  per cent. To he lp 
explain the high incidence of delinquency among the aori we 
shall move away from pure delinquency resea rch into some of 
the resultant problems of culture contact. 
� • _gg_ri P_g tter.£§. 
1etge ( 1968, p. 119) reports that according to the 1966 
census the Maori population equalled ? .Lt  per cent of the 
total New Zealand population. The Maori population seems 
to be increasing almost twice as fast as the European 
population. During 1965 the Maori increased by f our per cent 
while the increase in the European population was 2. 3 per cent. 
Because of this recent large increase the Maori p opulation 
is characterised by an extremely heavy weighting in the 
younger age groups. In 196 6 49 p er cent were unde r  15 years 
of age, 6 7  er cent were under 25, and only five per cent were 
over 55 years of age. lso, the Maori p opulation is 
concentrated in the northern half of the North Island, ( 75 
per cent live in this area) and these demographic factors 
should be taken into account if the reader is surprised or 
dismayed at the large numbers of Maoris in our sample. 
rhe rapid growth of the · aori population has been 
paralleled by a 'hew 1aori migration towards the cities. 1 1 
(Metge, 1968 ) .  Up to 1945 80 per cent of 4aoris lived in the 
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country, while in 1966 it was found that 55 per cent of all 
aoris lived in urban areas with over 20, 000 inhabitants. 
This Maori migration has inc reased the problems of culture 
contac t tremendGµsly within the last few dec ades. 
Ausubel (196 5 )  maintains that culture c ontac t has increased 
because of many interlocking features. The effec t of the 
second world war was profound, it c atapulted thousands of 
young Maori men into the army, giving them a host of new 
experiences foreign to previous generations. The length 
of time since the Iaori wars (1860-1872) means that much of 
the bitterness and disillusionment, c aused by defeat, has 
softened, especially among the younger Maoris. Modern 
developments such as roads, telephones and the wireless 
make it harder for the Maori villages to maintain their 
former isolation. he younger ones, seeing the 'good things' 
of urban society are tempted to migrate to the c ities, 
especially as the Maori population increases rapidly and 
land is already in short supply. 
ro give some idea of the cultural distinc tness of the 
Maori we shall have to look at the more traditional Maori 
soc ial isation patterns as described by itchie in the Rakau 
studies (1956 ) .  The general pattern that emerges is that of 
an extremely permissive early period of about two years. 
Breastfeeding is usual, and weaning and toilet training, 
although started fairly early, are relaxed and nhurried. 
rhe new baby is petted and indulged by everyone. This 
indulgenc e c ontinues until a new baby arrives, usually when 
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the infant is around 18 months o ld. The mo thers 
attention is then completely taken up with the new baby 
and the toddlers golden period comes to an end. From now 
on, till adolescence, the child loo ks to his peers for 
learning and amusement, the o lder members of the family 
guiding the younger children. " In the middle years the 
child gains striking autono my as far as the home is 
conc erned ,  but no t as far as the peer group is concerned. "  
(Ritchie, 196 5). Of primary interest to us, ho1,-1erver, is 
what happens during adolescence. *- ccording to Mulligan's 
study o f  adolescence in Rakau (1957 ) there is a marked 
change in the orientation pattern following the onset of 
puberty. " fhe home gains in stimulus value and becomes 
once again for the individual the primary social reality 
as cultural sanctions do not permit the expression of 
. . . 
extrap nition against superiors it becomes directed towards 
ones contempories. This causes disharmo ny and for a period 
of two years between 13 and 15 the peer culture provides 
few satisfactions. The young adolescent is o nly too willing 
to reo rientate himself to his parents who once again hold 
for him the pro mise of gratification. 1 1  (Mulligan, 1957 ,P. 41) . 
The newly urban Maori because of his cultural differences 
has to make adjustments to try to fit into the dominant 
society, if we take delinquency to give some sort of rough 
index of adaption to the dominant societal pro cess, then the 
*One criticism of Mulligans research is that he used 
the • • •  to get his results and then compared them 
to Ritchie's �� eh: oh results - the difference found 
may have been due to the different test used. 
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urban .faori may be regarded as more delinquent prone than 
his pakeha counterpart. From my observations, over a three 
year period, of delinquent boys entering a custodial 
institution I would suggest that a high proportion of the 
Maori delin uents belong to the predominantly Maori gangs. 
The reasons for this may be twofold : firstly, the 
distinctive 1aori socialisation pattern and secondly the 
cultural disorganisation produced by culture contact. 
reviously the 1aori parent would have been fairly confident 
of how to rear children, but now akeha values and the 
complex number of o portunities and differe nt life styles in 
the pakeha socie ty, challenge traditional values. Thus, 
Maori parents are no longer able to train their children to 
cope with situations they wil l  encounter as they grow older. 
arents no longer provide attractive or even adequate models 
for their children, who may carry their tradition'3.l peer 
group associations into adolescence. 
Jt is Thgs H;L,2othesized that 1n .§._�111_be-12.redominantl1 
Ma.2£.Lin Composition. 
(Hypo thesis Seven) 
B. Cultural · wareness. 
I t  has been assumed that boys join a gang rimarily 
because of an unsatisfactory home life. I f  this assumption 
is proven to be true and the Maori gang member has a 
generally unsatisfactory home life he may also tend to 
reje ct the more traditional 1aori -way of life as shown by 
his arents and others as unsatisfactory and outmoded. 
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� nother explanation could be that his arents have not 
bothered to teach him about Maori culture as they feel 
that it is outmoded. However, whatever the reason, it 
ts �� othesized that the Maori gang �ember will have lit tle 
knowledge of tradi ti .,nal 1.fa') ri cultural patterns. 
The non-gang member s�ould have more idea of his Maori 
Herit�ge because he should have a more satisfactory home 
life , and thus , his parents may come across as better models 
and more successful individuals than the gang members parents. 
It i�.hx othesized that the aori ang member will be 
less aware of his culture than �non.=_gan_g3ember. 
( ypothesis S ight) 
c .  
The following hypothesis rounds out the picture by 
suggesting that because the gang member has rej ected the 
dominant societal patterns he will project hositllt�y 
outwards onto these. These atterns threaten his gang 
because of its anti-social nature, and thus also threaten 
his s tatus. This hostility will be in the form of dislike 
based on colour because this is the most obvious difference 
between him and the dominant white society . 
I t  is_ thus_h1.12othesized that Maori_gan �embers �ill 
show more racial rejud1ce_��1nst akehas_ than non=..gang 
memb�rs. 
( Hypothesis Nine) . 
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Ch� ter Three. 
A. Devising the_ u�s tiog_§.J:�. 
questionaire was devised to test the preceeding 
hy o theses and a pilot survey carried out. The p lo t 
questionaire was administered to ten delinquents and the 
answers given were analysed. · he wording of the questionaire 
was altered so that it was less ambiguous and more easily 
understo o d  by the b oys. This was essential so that the b oys 
who did not really understand the questions would not just 
give me the answers they thought I wanted. 
B. The Delinquent Sample. 
Fifty delinquent boys ranging in age fron twelve to 
fifteen, with a median age of 13. 7 were individually 
interviewed.  he interviews too k  fro m o ne to o ver two 
hours, including many discussions which, though not directly 
related to the questionaire, provided valuable insights 
into the asso ciated facto rs of delinquency.  Certain 
limitations were imposed on the selection of the delinquent 
s��ple, and were also applied to the control. To qualify 
the subjects needed to be co mparitively normal, by this I 
mean that : -
(a) They had no major physical defects. This was 
checked by the do cto r's report o n  the individual 
record cards as all boys entering the institution  
are given a physical examination. 
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(b} . 11 had a normal intelligence. No boys with an 
intelligence quotient of less than 70  were included. 
1ost of the boys had been given intelligence tests 
by the ·.1lelfare P sychologist, and any that had not 
were tested by �e before being interviewed. The 
tests used were the 11 • •  I. S. and the · . •  I .s . c . ,  and 
this proviso excluded two boys from the sample. 
(c) rhe boys selected were free fro� any grave mental 
disturbance, such as organic brain damage or 
psychotic states. This was again obtained from 
the s chologists report and excluded only one boy 
from the sample. 
Boys failing to meet these criteria were excluded 
because it was thought that special probleins, such as the 
inability to distinguish between rieht and wrong, may have 
contributed towards the boy's delinquency and thus ay not 
tell us much about family and pee r group variables. Fortunate-
ly the large majority of the boys tested were comparitively 
normal, as the institution was a Boys Home which functioned 
mainly as a short term remand home for boys sent from the 
courts. Boys with special problems tended to be sent to 
a more spec ialised institution, such as Tokanui 1�ntal 
Hospital or the Christopher P ark School for Inte llectually 
Handicapped. . 11 boys in the delinquent sample were obtainad 
from this re!'.lland home, and each boy interviewed had to have 
at l east two appearances before the Children's Court. * 
* ee ppendix for details of offenses which resulted 
in the se boys being placed in this institution. 
lso to see with whom the boys committed these offences. 
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As this sample constitutes a group of hard- core delinquents 
it may be  criticised for being too specialised and not 
including the more marginal delinquent. However, we can 
assume that not all the control will be non-delinquent, and 
some at least will have a marginal status. This should 
not, however, revent significant results emerging because 
of the selection of a grou of practising rather than 
potential delinquents. I f  the tiypothes s are not valid in 
differentiating between the rofessed delinquent and the 
control, then their validity may indeed be limited. 
Though one should not place too much confidence in 
the literal accuracy of a delin uent•s apprais al of his 
parents, if deU.inquents say that their parents care is 
inade uate, then this in itself is an attitudinal factor that 
may have contributed to their delinquency. However, to 
prevent gross distortions of the truth, responses to the 
interview were checked, where possible, with the boy's records. 
Two boys found consist ntly lying were discarded. Another 
problem e�p ecially in the control group was encountered with 
boys who tended not to answer or answer inconsistently, 
either because t'1ey did not understand what I was asking, 
or because they resented my asking questions. .If  boys 
refused to answer or answered inconsistently they were 
dropped from the sample. Eight boys,  including six from 
the control, were dropped for this reas on, but in most 
cases ra p ort was good. In the case of the delinquent boys 
this may have been because I had worked at the home for 
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some time. This familiarity, however, also posed problems, 
because through the ever-present grapevine most boys knew that 
I had worked with the elfare Department and assumed that the 
interview was to decide where they would go in the future. 
The danger was that they would purposely give a wrong impression 
of their home-life, depending ow-'Whether they wanted to 
return to their home or go to a foster home. To overcome 
this each boy was told that the interview had nothing to do 
with the elfare Department, but was part of a general survey 
of boys in their age group, the object of which was to find 
out how boys in New Zealand get on with their families and 
spend their leisure time. A similar explanation was made 
to members of the control group. 
nother proviso was that boys were only interviewed if 
they lived in a comparitively normal familiy situation. It 
did not matter if this was not their own family as long as 
they had lived with that family, more or les. continuousl y 
(i. e .  away for not more than s ix months) for five years .  The 
reason for this was that I wanted to test the role of both 
parents . Also, although the available literature on this 
topic indicates that children from broken homes are more 
likely to commit delinquent acts, (Glueck and Glueck, 1950 ,  
and O ldman, et al, 1952 ) I fee l  that quarrelling parents and 
insecure children would be more likely to contribute to 
delinquency than the actual br a�-up, which may well release 
these tensions. Surprisingly, this provision excluded only 
s ix boys from the delinquent population, and four boys from 
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the control sample . 
Boys for the delinquent sample were selected simply 
on an entry basis, beginning on the 2 1st. of June, 1971. 
Boys entering after this date were tested, and those that 
were suitable were interviewed . The interviewing continued 
until a suitable fifty were obtained. This method was used 
because it was the simplest and also to avoid the criticism 
that Subin (1951) made of the Gluecks experiment. This 
criticism was that a period of institutional life may have 
in some way altered the boy • s perception of his family. 
C. The C ontrol Sample 
This consisted of 50  boys matched to the delinquents for 
age, race, intelligence and socio-economic background. The 
Government statistician defines a Maori as  a person with half 
or more iaori blood. Our report will not give an account of 
the number of boys who are technically 1aoris, instead , the 
b9ys were asked to which racial group they belonged . This 
gives us the number of boys who identify themselves as Maoris 
which is probably a more reliable indication of the individual' s 
affinity with the 1 aori. For the purposes of comparison the 
boys school progress record cards were obtained, which provided 
the boys• score on the Otis intelligence test. I did not 
attempt to compare intelligence quotients directly because it 
has been shown that, due to cultural differences, conventional 
intelligence tests are not very meaningful as far as racial 
groups are concerned. (Vernon, 196 9) .  However, these figures 
do give a general indication of the boys• intelligence, and this 
was all that was required. Socio-e conomic background was 
measured by the Congalton-Havighurst scale ( 1 954 ) of 
occupatic nal sta tus, which though outdated, is the only 
scale of this nature tha t has been standardized for use 
in New Zealand. It was also ascertained from the boys' 
progress card s that they had no major physical o 
psychological defe cts and that they were living in a 
comparitively normal family situation. 
lthough I had neither the time, nor the resources, to 
use ma tched pairs as uti ized by the Glue cks and ndry e very 
e ffort was made to ensure tha t the two groups were as comparable 
as possible . *  Non-delinquency of the control group was che cked 
by questioning the boys and through examination of Chil 
i:elfare reports. This me thod was far from perfe ct and we 
probably will ge t some unapprehended delinquents in our non-
delinquent sample. However, it is hoped tha t broad 
difference s  be tween the groups will not be obscured by this 
small minority. 
The major problem encountered in this research was that 
I was refused ermission to interview boys in the control 
sanple individuDlly. rhe school's concern was that they did 
not want parents to think tha t their child had been  singled 
out for spe cial attention. Another reason was that many 
schools in the . aika to with a higp. percentage of Maori pupils 
had had probleos with aori-pakeha rela tions and several of 
* comparison of the two groups may be found 
in the Appendix. 
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these schools refused to participate, in the belief that 
my questions about racial prejudice would stir up further 
racial strife. ventually, two secondary schools were 
found, who agreed to participate, but o nly with the proviso 
that the questionaire be printed and handed out to the 
upils. nether pilot study was carrie d out with eight 
boys, with rinted copies of the questionaire handed o ut 
and the boys  writing their answeres on  the paper provided. * 
The results o btained from the pilot study seemed 
researchable and so I proceeded. Small groups of  boys, 
usually abo ut four, and including both aori and pakeha, 
were 0 iven the questionaire. Clear instructions were given 
o n  how to answer the questions, stressing the fact that there 
were no right or wrong answers and that the boys were to 
ask questio ns if there was anything that they did no t 
understand. The boys did ask questio ns, and with the small 
group it was ossible to regain some of  the rap ort lost 
from the o ne to one situation. 
As the shift from an interview situation in which I 
asked the questions, and record ed the replies, to a situation 
in which the boys wrote down their answers from a printed 
questionaire could have significantly affected the results 
I decided to test some of  the original de� inquent sample 
who ,,. ere still in residence, by the latter . ethod. Twelve 
boys were re-tested three months after the original interviews 
and the re lies com ared. In general, the results o btained in 
* copy of the questi8naire may be found in the ppendix. 
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the two different instances were gratifyingly similar. 
Thi� was substantiated by having a post-grad uate student 
inde pendantly ranking the two sets of answers on the 
variable of family life. Results showed that in ten cases 
there were no significant differences. In the re maining 
two ca;:;es sl ight inconsistenci s were present in the answers 
given to the printed questionaire. 
: -hen all the sampling and interviewing was finished,  
four groups emerged. hese consisted of: Two 1aori 
groups, one of delinquents , and one of non-delin uents , with 
35  boys in e ach group and two pakeha groups of delinquents 
and non-delinqa nt with 1 5  in each group. - l though I trie d  
to keep the sample and the control group reasonably sinil ar 
differ nces were still present that may 0ave influenced r:�eults ' 
es eciall y  with regard to aori delinquents . 
The fir t of these factors was fostering which was fairly 
common among the aori delinquents, of whom 23 per cent were 
not living with their natural family. Of these 20 per cent 
were living with grandparents. This ap lied to only 1 2  per 
cent of the Maori control group. hetge , 1970,  p. 1 29 ) 
reporting about the Kowhai community, says that 1 1Fos tering 
was common with 15 per cent of the • . • . • •  chil dren living 
with other than their physiological parents. · hen broken 
down 5% lived with grand arents ; 7:; with other kin and 3at 
with non kin. Foster parents were usually elderly and 
parents coul d,  and often did, reclaim their chil dren. s a 
resul t, foster children often developed special behaviour 
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p ro bl ems " . 
Secondly the ao ri del inquen ts tended to have larger  
famil ie s  than the Mao ri control . cco rd ing to the 1 96 1  
census the ave rage aori family had 5 · 5  member s . Our 
delinquen t sample had ad average family of 7 • 2 while the 
con trol averaged out  a t  5 · 9 .  
D . S ta tis tical Me thod : 
In my research I have hypo the sised tha t two group s , 
u sually del inquent and control , d iffer wi th respect to some 
characte ris tic and therefo re with respe c t  to the relative 
frequency with which group members  fall in to several ca tego r-
ie s .  
As the da ta is arranged in catego rie s the s ta tis tic mo s t  
used will be x2 • 
where 
x2 = (fo - fe )
2 
fe 
Al so used is  the Kolmogoro v  - Smirnov two s mple. te s t  
x2 = n1  n2 
n1+n2 
In two ca se s I think the use of the t te s t  can be 
j us tified with the proviso tha t the dis tribu tions are s kewed . 
+ = 
df = + 
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Chapter Four. 
RESULTS. 
1. ' Delingu�.Q.2.Y. will be associated with low economic stat_g.§ 1 • 
Method . 
The index of socio-economic status used was the father' s 
occupation. This was obtained from the questionaire and 
checked with boys progress cards or elfare reports. Fathers 
occupation was then ranked on the seven point Congalton-
Havighurst scale. The nearest approximation to a normal 
distribution was obtained from raylor (196 1) who ranked the 
occupations of the fathers of a sample of 20, 000 pupils who 
left New Zealand secondary schools in 196 1. As 98% of IJ"ew 
Zealand children enter secondary schools this should provide 
a fair indication of the total distribution of occupations. 
Table 1. 
Class 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
x2 
Soci2=economi.£._�§��round of delinguent and 
Control groug. 
Delinquent samgle Taylors §§mple. 
0 3 
0 7 
0 23 
2 16 
6 13 
14 20 N = 100 
28 18 
= 9 · 6 57 with df = 2 significant at the 0 • 1 level. 
2. De11_ggen!� rather than non� delinguents, are less 
li�elx to be closely_tie�to_ their�rents. 
This hypothesis is examined under three subsections. 
2 ( 1 ) The delinquent will SBend more of his __ eisure time 
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awax from his_£arents_and home than the non-del · n -�g_b_ 
1etf1od. ----
To test this we first looked at the eisure f acili ties 
of the home. These were qsc ertained by the following 
f!Uestions. 
I), During your spare time what sort of things can you do 
at home? Do you wish there was more to do? 
) Do you often bring your friends ho " e? 
sort of things o you do at home? 
If so, what 
'rhe answers to these questions weI·e r n1 ·e on a four 
oint scale. 
) e boy has lenty to do, he has ho bies an 
seems to spend a large amount of time at home, and often 
brings friends home. 
For example :  " I  read, 1 sten to rec ords, fix slot car 
d pl y soccer and other games with Dad, my brothers and 
mates. I' ve lenty to do11 • 
B )  ... de uate The boy usually has enough to occ upy hi , 
bu� occasionally wishes there was . ore to do. For exam le: 
"P ay a:nes, sometimes bring friends home to p lay rec or s 
· nd watch T. V. Can stick stamps in album or read a boo'r 
but sometimes I wish there was more to do. 11 
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c he boy feels he has not enough to do  and 
ra. ely brings friends home because of this. 
For example : ' Tidy up my room and then g o  out to my friends' 
.Q£ ' I  st!.ldy, when I finish I ·1ish there was more to do - but 
there isn• d- so I go away" . 
D )  Poor. he boy does not seem to have anything to do at 
home and stays out and away from home as much as possible. 
For exam�le: " Nothing I am t1suall y  in town. 
spend my weekend with friends playing snooker. 
I usuall y  
s these, and other later categ ories are fair y broad 
and o en ended my cat gorisation of answers was checked by 
thre post- graduate psychology students. rhe agreement 
between these four categories was 9g t or above in each case. 
'rable II .  Leisure Facil itiJs  of the �ome. --------------------- -
NUP.J.bers Percent1.ges 
De�inguent Control Delinguent Control 
Good 2 5 4 10 
dequate 13 28 26 32 
Inadequate 13 16 26 32  
Poor 22 3 44 6 
.[ = 50 
x2 = 20 • 38 with df = 3 significant at • 001 level . 
. hen these categories were brJken down into 
Maori an pakeha delinquents and controls  there proved to 
be l ittle difference in the results. Thus; when there are 
no significant differences between racial groups we s al l 
ignore them, o y splitting the sampl e up if the ifference 
seems to be infl enced by ethnic origin rather than del inquency. 
The second area tested was the am unt of ti e that the 
boy spent with parents in leisure ac tivities. his .ras 
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o btained from these questions. 
Me t'lod  
( a )  Do you go  out m�ch with you� parents? · hat sort of 
things would you do? 
(b) v hat  does your Mothe r  o on the wee kends, or  when shes 
no t wo king? 
( c) , ha t about  your fa the r, what doe s  he do when he's no t 
working9 
( d )  Do you usu�lly spend most of the wee ke nd by yourse lf? 
I ith your family? or  with some frie nds? 
he lar e number of uestions in this,  and o ther sections 
is an a ttempt to give the questio naire some inte rna 
c�nsista c y  in pro viding a check that the boy un e r  tands wha t 
is re quired and is a t  least answering consistently, if 
no t truthfully.  
, ith this me thod the individual uestioning of  the boys 
proved far supe rior; if the boy was answering inconsiste nt y 
I could que stion him furthe r. The o the r me thod, that of  
giving written ans, e rs to a questio naire pro · ided more 
inconsistencies, shown by th replies  of 6 boys from this 
group who had to be discarded . 
£he 2nswers given to the above quest " o ns were ag in 
divided up into four categorie s  • 
• Often. The children and parents go out together regularly 
�nd share an inte rest in some hobby or  spo rt. 
For e xample : "Yes, Je go to socce r and o ,Lr spar ...,e ther and 
I 
go in to town. Or "Go out nearly e ve ry Sunday to re la tive s, 
to watch sport, or j ust driving. " 
B. Some times.  
and/ or father. 
The boy so eti�e s goes out with his o ther 
For example : Some ti�es we go for a drive 
in the car, or to the beach' .Q£ " Only some time s, and e woul 
go to the i c ture s. " 
C. Rarely. The family  goe s out to ether whe n ne ce ssary, but 
most of the tim� is sJent in separate activities. 
For e xample : ' Yes, once in a blue moon" . Or "l ot much and 
when  I do t he y  only go visiting. " 
B. Ne ver. The fanil only mee ts f r  basi family processes 
such as eating. For example " I  go out by myselft - the y  go 
out by themsel ve s. " Or  "Do nothing with pa::-ents - e ither of 
them. 
Table III -----
Often 1 9 2 18 
Sometime s 9 18 18 36 
Rarely  13 5 26 10 
Neve r 27 18 54 36 
x2 = 1 4 • 76 with df = 3 significant a t . 001 e vel • 
2 ( II) The second subse ction of hypothe sis two is that : 
Delinque nts will reoort mo re often than non-del " nquents_that 
th�1!.._Q�re nts are not inte resked  in them . 
ue stions pertaining to this hypothesis were : 
(a) In ge neral do you think your parents are inte re sted in 
you and what y u• re doing? Or do you think the • re too b sy 
with o the r th " ngs? - ' 
b Do  you think your parents ive you enougQ attention? 
(c How about showing affection? ould you say your 
parents often, sometimes or n ver show you affection? 
(d) Do you often, sometimes, or neve r show them affection? 
Though these l ast t,vo questi ns are not directly 
related to the hyp�thesis they did rove valuabl e check 
questions. For example if a boy maintains his parents 
are not interested in him and then says that both himself 
and his parents ex ress affecti�n often then he may be 
confused and further questioning may be necessary. 
Table IV. Index of Perc1:� ved P arental Interest. 
Number 
yes 
No 
Delinguen� 
20 
28 
D . K. 2 
Control 
38 
1 2  
P ercentage 
Delinquer;t 
40 
56 
4 
Control 
76  
24 
x2 = 10 • 57 with f = 1 signif c to · 01 - level. 
he third subsectio n of hypothesis bJO is that: 
2 ( III) Del_!_1gg.�nt_l2o_Z§ wi.J:l be l��Q.§:;:! e_g�d .QL£.§:£ental 
Method 
• uestions asked were 
(a) D o  your p arents have any riles about how often you 
should be allowed out and when you should come back? 
Could you tell me about thein? 
(b ) How often are you allowed out? 
_ gain these replies we re divided into :our categoria s 
and the consistency of rankin verified by the same three 
4 2 
post graduate students • 
• �s��icteg_Fr�dom. : In hich the boy is rarely allo1 ed 
out. For example: "Doesn't li:rn me going O '  t - when I was 
13 asked if I could go out ,1ith a ; irl, inother got mad and 
slapped me• . or " l�ot allowed out at night by myself, she says 
she'll take me out then forgets. 
B . vera.&Q_Ereedom: This consists of fairly definite rules 
about when the boy is able to go out and when he must be 
back. For example: "Usually not allowed out at night. 
If so have to be back as soon as the thing finishes11 .Q! 
" Not allowed out after 9 0 1 clock on school days. llowed 
out on Friday and Saturday night till midnight. " 
The boy is allowed out almost any time 
but has to ask and give arents or someone some indication 
of where he is going. For exam le: 1 owed out as long as 
I tell someone where I am g oing. 1 1 or II very night I a 
allowed out till 12 p.m. they let me out enough. 
D. Com2lete FreedQ!!!. In which the boy i allowed to come 
and go as �e likes, .Q!, if his parents try to restrict his 
freedom the boy ignores this and does as he leases. Tho gh 
these types differ they are si�ilar in that the boy seems 
independen t  of his parents. For example: 1 . nywhere as long 
as I come back, sta at my mates lace for 3 or 4 days11 
.Q! 1 1  I just go awGy, some times they try to stop me; when I 
come back no thing ha pens. " 
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Table V. - Index of P arental Freedom. 
Numbers P ercentages. 
Delinquent. Control. Delinquent. Control. 
Restricted 1 3  4 26 8 
. verage 1 3  2 1 26 42 
Relative 1 1  2 1 22 42 
Complete 1 3  4 26 8 
x2 = 1 4 · 52 with d f  = 3 significant at • 0 1  
As there is some evidence of a racial difference we 
shall look at the Maori and Pakeha groups. 
rable VI. - Maori and Pakeha_g£oups contrasted on Index 
of Freedom. 
Maoris. Numbers Percenta�. 
level. 
Delin.9.uent Control Delinquent Control. 
Restricted 
Average 
Relative 
Complete 
N = 35  
P ake ha 
Restricted 
Average 
Relative 
Complete 
N = 1 5  
7 4 
5 1 0  
1 0  1 7 
1 3  4 
x2 = 9 · 065 
Numbers. 
with d f  =3 
2 0 1 1  
1 4  2 9 
2 9 49 
37 1 1  
significant 
at • 05 level. 
Percentages. 
Qelinquent. Contro1.  Delinquent. Control. 
7 0 46 0 
5 1 1  33 73 
3 4 20 27 
0 0 0 0 
Insufficient expected frequencies for 
testing. 
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3. Delinguents_will tend_to_feal�Bir mother is a more 
satisfactory .2,grent than_}heir fathers�_whereas non­
delinguents_will tend to feel that both Qaren:tsare 
equally__§atisfying. 
Method: 
Again a large number of questions provided information 
on this question. 
(a) w hich parent (if any) knows more about you and under­
stands you better? 
( b) If you got into trouble and had to tell your parents, 
which one would you tell? 
(c) If you had a problem which parent would you prefer to 
talk to about it? 
(d ) Which parent (if any ) would you like to be like when 
you get older? 
(c) Could you tell me which parent (if any) is most interested 
in you? 
RESULTS. Table VII. The A dequacy of the __ Delinguents Fathe£. 
Number 
Delinquent Control 
Mother 26 1 7  
Father 5 1 4  
Both 7 14 
Neither 1 2 5 
x2 = 11 · 36 with df = 3 
P e.r.sentag�. 
Delinggen t (Jon t.£21 . 
52 34 
1 0  
14 
24 
28 
28 
10 
significant at 0 · 1 level. 
4. Delinguents' 2 rather than non-delinquents' parents2 
will either be excessively _Qgnit ive or overly lax 
in matte£�_Qf disciQ�ine . 
Method: 
Information for this hypo thesis was collected from 
these questions. 
(a) If  you do  something wrong do you get punished? 
( b ) llhat sort of things do your parents punish you for? 
Can you g ive me an example please? 
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(c) Jhat s ort of punishment do you receive? 
(d ) Do you think your parents punish you too li�tle, 
too much, or about the right amount? 
The answers to the above questions we:-e divided into 
three categories: 
( A ) Excessively punitive in which the boy felt his parents 
were overly harsh and critic al when judging his actions. 
rhe boys in this category often maintained that parents were 
unfair and tended not to heed explanations. Punishment 
tended to be physical, which will be commented on in the 
dis cussion of these results. 
For example : "Get a hiding with a belt, too much'?" .Q£ 
11 There was too much belting thats why I ran away. " 
(B) In which the boys' included felt that their parents 
were in general fairly reasonable in dis ciplining. he 
boys generally regard ed the parents as trying to be fair 
with punishments. 
(C) Into this category came boys whose parents for one 
reason or another did not punish or who accora · ng to the 
boys die not punish enough. 
For example: 11 Never get punished as he is too old to catch 
me. 1 1  
Table VIII 
3 xcessive 
Reasonable 
Lax 
. • Discipline 
Number Percent�� 
Delinguent Control Delinguent Control 
20 12 58 34 
12 1 9  34 65  
3 4 8 1 1  
-- ----------�---------
x2 = 2· 6 77 with df = 
1+6 
1 not significant 
5 . There will be no significant difference between 
deli�ggen.i_g�g�mbers and non- delinqu�g1._g�gg members on 
����iab1es of family life already_tes�ed . 
Method: A gang was defined as consisting of a number of 
identifiable participating members organised into some sort 
of hieratical structure. The authenticity of the g ang 
was chec ked by asking welfare authorities and other boys 
from the same district if they knew of the gang . However, 
in most cases the gangs that the boys belonged to were well 
known and usually more than one member was included in the 
sample. The most common gangs were : The Rat Patrol; 
Huc k  70 and Junior Hucks; Tokoroa Dogs and the 21st. Century. 
I interviewed 30 boys belonging to gangs. Nineteen 
were in the delinquent sample and eleven in the control. 
These boys will be tested on all the hypotheses that 
resulted in significant differences between the delinquent 
and control groups. However, in these results we will be 
hoping to prove the null hypothesis. 
TAB LE IX 
A )  Leisure ----
Good 
Adequate 
Inadequate 
Poor 
. • Differences Between Delinguent and Non- delin£uent 
Gag_g.J1�!Il.2� • 
A ctivities of the Home. 
flgmber 
Del]:nguent Control ----
0 0 
1 3 
3 6 
1 5 2 
Percentage 
Delingueg� Control 
0 0 
5 27 
16 55 
79 18 
47 
B )  Amount of Leisure Time §Eent with Parents. 
Number Percentage 
Delingg.ent Control Delinquent Control 
Often 0 0 0 0 
Sometimes 0 2 0 1 8  
Rarely 3 1 1 6  9 
Never 1 6  8 84 73 
C)  Index of Perceived P arental_Affection. 
Yes 
No 
Don' t Know 
Number 
Delinquent 
3 
1 6  
Control ---
3 
8 
D) Adequacy of F��her. 
Mother 
Father 
Both 
Neither 
Number ---
1 4  
0 
0 
5 
6 
2 
0 
3 
E) Discipline 
Excessive 
Reasonable 
Lax 
Number 
Delingg.ent Control 
1 2  
5 
2 
6 
4 
1 
Percentage 
Control 
1 6  
84 
27 
73 
Percen ta_g§ 
Del1ngueg�- Control 
77 
0 
0 
23 
55 
1 8  
0 
27 
.E§£.£�gta� 
Delinquent Control 
63 
26 
1 1  
54 
36 
9 
48 
Unfortunately this hyp0thesis proved s tatistically 
untestable as the expe cted fre quencies were too small for 
x2, and the Fisher exact probability tables in both Sie gal 
and Bradley were of no help. Conse quently any conclusions 
drawn from this data are not stat istically validated. 
6 .  Gang_mem�ers will asQire significantl;y:_1�Es to 
social mobiliti than non-gang membe rs. 
�thod: 
This hypothesis was tested  by the following questions. 
( a) How much longer do you want to go to s chool? 
( b) hat sort of job would you like when  you leave s chool? 
The job aspitations were compared  to the ir fathers • 
jobs and both we re ranked on the Congalton Havighurst s cale 
of s ocio-e conomic status. 
... 
- - -- ---------
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Tabl e  x .  Socio-economic . spirat�.£!1§ · -- ---
Gang : Members. Non-gang Members 
*Socio-economic Socio-economic .:. S£ira tions 
11) __ _glass Class -1§21.!: a tio ns 
r-1 
C) No. No. � No. No. ( 
+> 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
•rl 
3 0 0 1 3 0 0 3 
.--.. 
s::: 4 11 3 4 13 2 5 3 
5 2 �  7 2 7 4 10 1 1 
6 7 22 4 1 8  1 6  40 6 
7 27 6 1 5  50 18 45 9 
D.K. 4 13 5 
* s measured by fathers socio-econo�ic st tus. 
t was significant at the . 005 level 
7 .  Gan�mba s� will_be_predominatel1-N.goris. 
This hypothesis did not require testin0 as all o s 
belonging to gangs identified themselves as aoris. Of 
these 30 boys only two said they belonged to mi ed gangs , 
the rest were in Maori gangs. 
8 .  ]'he_l1:1ori Gang 1emb.§£ will be less aware of his 
own cul ture_than the Non-Gan_g_ member. 
Method : 
T is hy.-othesis was tested by a number · f  questions 
deal ing with the knowledge of the Maori langua e and 
� 
2 
5 
8 
8 
27 
15 
22 
13 
culture. These q estions were obtained fro �itchie 1 s( p39 
1)63)  Index of Maoriness. 
(a) Do you visit the Marae? 
(b) hat is a Tohunga? 
If so, 
,o 
w of ten? 
(c) Do your parents s eak Maori? If so, would they s_ eak 
it most of the time, someti�es, or hardl ever, at your 
place? 
(d ) How much Maori can "'OU speak? 
( e) Can you name the tribe that ou belong to? 
(f Have rou at any part of your ife lived in a Pa? If 
so, f or how long? 
A scoring system was worked o t for the swers 
to these uestions. 
(a) 
umber of points 
Do you visit a Marae: J\T ver = 0 So:ne times = 
Of ten = 2 
(b} ,lha t is a ':'ohunga? Kno ws = 1 Does not know 
( c )  Do our arents spe:ik Maori? No = 0 _ es = 1 i 
01 e a e • sp ea ·  s a. d 2 i b � s. e 1 i t • 
If he y pe 
ft = 2. 
i h r ly v 
0 rn ch • aor c you sp 
rr ne = = 1 1 .... = """ l, 
e Ca_ y u narie yo r ribe? 
:Jo = Ye = 1 
::o long :1 v yo i:i 
0 - 6 mo� t s = 1 6 m n s 
over year = 3 
= O. 3o�e i e s = 1 
? 
2 
a a? 
to a y ar = 2 
1 
= 0 
:1e boy \ e e t: n ranke n a 1 o 5 system accor ng 
to � ei car • 
ly 
5 1  
he o tal possib score = 1 2  
rank o f  1 was iven if the score was between 1 0  and 2 
rank o f  2 was uiven if the score was between 8 to 1 0  
rank of  3 \las given if the score was between 5 to 8 
ran � of 4 \'la S ;.;;,iven if the sc re was etween 3 to 5 
. rank o f  5 was given if the score as between 0 to 3 
,1'able_XI :  I ndex of Haor��S..§.:. 
rrm�bers Percentages 
Gang-'!lembers 
---- --·-
0 
2 2 
3 4 
4 16 
5 8 
Method: 
t 
Non gang membe rs 
1 
6 
1 0  
1 5  
g 
significant at 
Gang embers Non Gang 
-------- Me be£_h 
0 2 
7 1 5 
13 2 1  
53 37 
27 20 
the . oo5 level. 
The uestions asked to ve:ify this hypothesis were: 
(a Did you ever think you ·,,ere be inc pic ked on  at school 
(or anywhere else) because you we re a Maori? 
( b) ,'hat do ou t-.ink about P akehas? 
( c) , hat abo u t  your parents, any ideas how they regard pakehas? 
(d ) ,. hat about · our Ma ri mates, how do they reg r pa1.ehas? 
The res•-1lts obtai!'led ·ere divided up into 3 gr. ups. 
Those who shewed some dislike towards 11 pakehas" 
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B. Those who mai tained that they had no personal animosity 
towards pakehas but who attributed islike to parents or 
friends. 
c .  The g roup who said th� t  neither they or their associa tes 
felt any racia animosity.  
Tabl�_ll. 
Number P erc�ntage 
-· 
Qang Non-_gang Gan_g No.!}-: 00 aQg 
Subject 
isl ikes 9 30  20 
Others 
dislike 1 8  1 3  58 32 
No dislike 3 1 9  1 0  48 
Only one boy said that his parents showed a ctive 
dislike of pakehas, though a large percentage of the gang 
said their mates disliked pakehas. 
2 X = 1 1 • 298 w " th df = 2 significant at 01 level. 
C P I'�R F I VE .  --------
D I SCUS S I ON OF R-:i ::;rJL T'"' ___ SUGG .:., S lI OPS FO� 
3 
• The relationsh.iJ2_of Soci3l_Status to __ �veni 2_De1 · nguencx. 
Fr CT the f ' w re s o t� ined hypothes · one see ms e ll 
: r ven. None of our samples fathers were C'.)nt':3. ned in 
the upper three categories, w ile 331 of �a lor' s samp e 
were re resented i n  these cate gories. !t s , 4 9. o of 0 r 
samp e we re contained in the bottom category , whi e on y 
18% of Tay10 �  s sam 1 were in this category. 
Before further discussion we s ould note that tra " ti0n-
q y IJew Ze9.land has been though of by 1\ ew Zealan ers as 
ha in� very l itt e cl ass structur� and hence a high agree 
of social mo i .., . If th " s w s so it wo l�  mean itt e 
if del inquents came from pre minately 1 wer cl,sse • 
However , re s 1 ts see"'l. t0 contra i t this be ief in a 
For n relatively cl� ssless, higb r o ile society. 
example comp are the occupations of our sampl e at e .c s  wit 
t e o ccur at · ons of f!l t11.ers of ... irs t ye ar uni e rsi ty students. 
(P arkyn 1 96 7 ) 
I''lBL::: XI I I  
So c . - CC'.)n:) l"liC 
Clqss 
1 
2 
3 
5 
6 
7 
Samp '""a hers 
-------
0 %  
o� 
O fa 
4 1 J 
1 1  I i 
36 1 ::, 
49 1 
Unive rsity S tudents 
__ _z_.,t_Q,£..§.!. 
30 /0 
21 1 
1 4  ., ,ll 
1 4 1 I 
1 5  ;& 
4 % 
2 , J  
4 
Parkyn arrives at the concl s in th- t the 1 wer 
class child regardles s of abil ity, has less chance o f  
attending ·miversity and mo in into a igher s tat11s 
o ccupation. In this respect New ealand ' s so ca 
s tr� tificati n system differs little from 0verseas systems, 
and because of t s so cia cl ass ay e s een as s e f 
perpetuating. 
Because of the extreme concentration o f  del ' nq ents 
i� the lo ,er so cio -e conomic cl as ses these res lts su po rt 
the findin0 s of Shaw an McKa� 194') and ma also give s ome 
vali ' ty to the cla · �s of t' e c tur 1 deviance t eorists, 
( fo r  exam. �e, iller 1953 ) .  However, one r�cto r that may 
di�inish this extreme picttre is hat t IB kind of  family the 
bo come f o .1 is im o t _1 variable in de  terriining 
placement in an instit�ti n. ( ye, S o rt, an Ohls on 1958 ) 
If  the family is tho ght to e eq ate then the boy is s ent 
back to them, and a su erfici -:il i n  ressi n o f  1de 11acy is 
often ained from the family s so cir clqss. 
Despite this ca· tion, delinq ency seems to arise o re 
fr uentl� within t e 1 wer so cio -econonic c 3. s ses. �he 
ruc · a c;_1iestion that has to be asked is why is there a 
re " ti nship between delinquency and s o ci-.1 c ass? Matz 
( 964) char cterises delinquency as a pick up uame in whi h 
the lower cl as� chi d has more  chance to partici pat�. While 
a 'reeing with this, ':lY thesis tries to shor� that attachment 
to ar nts is the mo�e impo rtant v� ri�bla in in s · lating a 
chil ainst his te� tqtion. 
romising area fo r fut r research wo A e a  
a com arison of a grou of middle class deJ · �q ents and 
contro s with a gr up of  wo rl ing c ss de · nquents and 
controls. The objective d be to see if · rrerences 
exist pri�arily between c asses or  be��en e inq en s and 
controls. hat is, does el · nquency a-ise predo i�atel 
within the lover classes because o f  either the o ccurrance 
o f  stg t s frustration or the adherence to different s cia 
nor s, o r  is it due to some ther ari b�e, more prevalent 
in, ut no t excl•1si ely a lower class characteristic • 
. n exa le of tjis being lack of  attach�ent to parents. 
I would hypo thesise that the way the delinquency ma ifests 
itse f · may be due to class influences, ut that the causes 
of delinquency o ld be essential y similar. 
B. P arental Co ntact. 
he a e uac of enviro nm.ent1.l cor1L1 nicRtion etween 
arents and children was g · ged by looking at the leisure 
facilities of  the ho me, and the amount of  o s re ctivity 
s ent in the co pnny of parents. Bo th sets of results 
proved significant, with 44 er cent of  the delinquents, 
co pared to 61� of the control saying that the eis•1.re 
faci iti'3 S of  t eir ho!;'le were poor, hi e 62; of the con tr 
com red to 30 1 6f the delin ent said leisure faci i ties 
were goo d  or ade ·uate. 
1 
, ith re�ard to 1 eisure activities shared ith parents, 
Q� of the de inqt ents said they rarely o r  never ¥ent out 
wit t eir . aren ts, while only 46 of the control groi.lp said 
this. These res lts c0m are wel with o ther st dies. For 
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ex p le, the Gluecks found that with regard to family group 
recreations (P 1 12) 67; of the delinquents and only 38& 
of the controls reported never partici ating in family 
group re nrea tions. 
� s the majority of delinquents s end little ti�e at 
home or with arents we can infer that other influences m s  
play an inportant part in their socialisation process. To 
test this we asked each boy what he did on the weekends and 
holidays so as to build up a picture of their leisure 
activities. he boys included in each of the four 
categories gave these as their predominant activities which 
are useful, al though in reality considerable overlap between 
categories ay exist. 
1. The primary recreational activities of this group 
included hanging around town, going to the pictures, and 
most expecially frequenting billiard salons. Fifty per 
cent of the delin uents, compared to 26% of the control 
engaged in these activities. I t  w�s interesting to note that 
a large roportion of these boys belonged to gangs . 
2. I ncluc"ed in this grou were boys whose recreational 
activities focussed on playing sport, like riding and 
swimming. 20% of the elinquents compared to 481 of the 
control t ere engaged primarily in th s � e of recreation. 
3 .  The third group co�sisted of boys whose recreational 
activities gene�ally focussed on the home and fa�ily. 
I ncluded in this . .:. 14. J of the delinquent samp e and 26% 
of the control sample. The boys in this category reporte 
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that they usually had no thing to do, this included 14, 
of the delin uents, while none of the control fell into 
this category. 
This question showed interesting differences. The 
delinquent was involved in hangin� round th ' town and 
frequenting billiard salons, whic h is ill egal till the age 
of 13 . he control generally seemed to engaie in, for 
want of a better word, constructive or more socially 
accept0 ble ac tivities. Thus, it could be suggested that 
the boy vho is attrac ted to society plays at g�nes which 
soc iety acc epts, hile the boy who is  not attached to 
parents or so iety lays at games or indulges in activities 
which are u.'11. i �ely to incre se his attr9 tiveness to 
S')Ciety. 
s a sideline to the amo nt of : eisure cont ct that 
parents h�ve with their children , we shal deal briefly with 
the working mother. Much has been made of the r le of the 
1 1 orking mother• in the etiology of delinquency, as it is 
tho11gh t that if she is at work then she 11 ay not be able to 
give the c hildren the attenti�n they re uir . However, 
lye , ( 1)53 ) . ndry ( 1960)  and the Gluecks ( 1950)  generally 
found no deleterious effect stemning from regular employment 
on the art of the mother. I n  our sam; le a fairly high 
proporti�n of iothers w rked, being 43 , for the delinquents, 
an i+5J for the controls. s there was no si nificant 
difference between then, these figures ay be relat d nore 
to social class th�n delinquency, and it nay be post 1 ed 
hn t he ty e of c J.1 ctC that th 
is mo� impo tnnt ' in mos cas s, 
"'he uestions cone rned \ i th 
that 56 c nt of the celinq_uen 
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moth r has !i th th child 
han th 
p ren al 
sample 
amount. 
. + .J..:1 .., rest S hOi ed 
thoug"l t that thei 
1... n s w ..L ::..  lO t in ere .., 1, 11 th '11 , hil 76 �') c nt of , . 
contro::. tho c h a • t at th i a nts 1ere interes e • .t his 
Cu :li; &  .... e S airly 1ell wi tn the resul s f 0 : e r  s t11die s .  
. '1 .:i  ry found tha 7 ' f s non-delL'l uen sam le f lt that 
their a . J. 1.,$ J r v e  sa i facto 1. hile 75 Jer  cent of 
are nt in the d 1 · �1.que nt sam 1 ' re characterised  as 
unsa tisf-:c  tory. n in -eresting .u stion t hich tended to 
_ .. i'1forc these  result , dealt 1; i th they b ys rej c tion of h i 
ar nts. � bo s ere ask if they  f lt ashamed of thei 
r-ents. he results showe d that r c nt of .th 
con · ol 1er n t ashame d :.he · r are n  s,  1hile 53 er  cent 
of the deli� uents r a. hame of on or oth arents, 
... not. er  varls 1 ·!O thy of consid ration is that he 
d lin ue nt ma b th o d OQ out in the fa1ily. =or SOID"' 
ason his arents t at him differentl from the others.  
t1 ' s, of cou e ,  _a be dt.1e to his d.e lin .ie ncy, but may also 
e du to • ther fnc tors, !''PlCh  as ,; tzlawick' s 1 963 ) 
coJ. tsn ion hat some fa . �lies need a scape goat for their 
de viant im uls s. 1.he oys were as1- d if they tho11gh t 
t1at  their nren ... s were more interes ed in their brothers 
and sisters tha.n them. The results :ere not c ncl11sive , 
60 er  cen of the d lin uent sai that th y Jere a-1 given 
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the same treatment, compared to 7 6% or the control . 
\ hen asking questions about the l ove and affection 
between parents and the child I was disturbed by the amount 
of emotional blocking that occurred , e specially with the 
Maori delinquent. Up until these questions were as ed 
rapport had generally  been good, but at this point the 
Maori subjects tended to be come emoti�nal or turn surl y. 
It was for this reason that I did not do  any st� tistical 
comparison on the differing amounts of l ove and affection 
shown to the delinquents and controls. Rather ,  the less 
e motional ly  l oaded term of parental interest was used, the 
questions on love and affection being use as checks. This 
bloclcing so common among the Maori delinquents may be account­
ed  for by se veral reasons. They may not have understood 
the concepts, love or affection, and al though I doubt this, 
asking questions in unders tandable terms was a uiajor problem. 
Another possible re ason was that they may have resented me 
prying into personal matters, although they seemed quite 
open on all other questions. third possible explanation 
is that the y  were afraic of deep feelings or cor.imitments. 
number gave the impression that they did not want any 
at tention or love from their parents as it would be too 
e mbarassing. This is supported by �itchie who sugge sts 
that fear of deep emotional commitment may be present due 
to the fact that the .aori has been rejected in his first 
close personal relationship, (that is with his �other ) ,  and 
is scared to form any othe rs. Instead, he compensates by 
forming many friendships on a superficial level . 
I n  accordance with our the ry it has been found 
that the delinquent's arents tend to be less interested 
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in their children than non-delinquents. Interest, however, 
is a very broad concept and introducing more specia isq ti n 
may be advocated. Some resea rch along similar lines to 
that of He'!.· i tt and Jenkins ( 1946 } may be use full. They 
found, although their methodology is open to question, 
that the delinquency of city gangs (called social · sed 
delinquency ) was related to parental neg ect, while 
unsocialised aggression was evidently related to active 
rejection by both parents. 
The questions concerning parental rules about leisure 
activities showed that this hypo thesis was significant • 
• lthough 26 per cent of the delinquents had complete freedom 
compared to 8 percent of the control, this was glanced by 
26 per cent of the delinquents having restrictive freedom 
compared to 8 per cent of the control. Thus the delinquents 
seemed to fall more significantly into the two extr . e  
categories rather than · n  the directi n predicted. I 
was trying to show that parents of delinq_uen t children did 
not have much control over their sons _ leisure a ' tivities, 
a better w y to ascertain this may have been to ask questions 
about parental aware ess of t e boy's leisure time activities. 
· hen breaking the sample up into 1aori and Pakeha 
groups several distinctive differences emerged. Of the 
Maori delinquents 37 er cent were included within the 
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category o c o  ple te free do� compare d o 11 per cent of 
the Laori con rol. In gener 1 he o i sample showed 
a en , although no t statist " cally sign " ficant, toward s 
greater freedom. The most inter� sting group was the 
pakeha d e  inquent. , hile the control group was very 
neatly contained in the two middle categorie s, the 
de · rque nt sa'TI le had almost half, 46  e r  cent, in the 
re stricte d cate gory. Looking at this group in more de tail 
it was discove re d that it containe d the sa . e  boys who 
reported on the quest · ons concerning le " sure activities 
that they stayed at home and yet had nothing to d o  • 
• lthough the y  st yed at home they re porte d little leisure 
activity with the ir arents. The se boys may be show " ng 
a different type of de lin�uency in that the y  ap ear to be 
ominate d by the ir parents, ye t do not see m  very attached 
to their parents and have few friends or activities with 
which to compensate To generalise from t he meagre amount of 
information available I would sugge st that these boys lack 
at tachment and are thus re disposed towards the stereotype of 
the psycho athic elinque nt, contrasting with the maj ority who 
could be classified more as social delinquents. s these 
boys,  five in number, form a very small minority of the total 
delinquent sample, I shall not carry this discussion any 
f .rther except to add that their delinq ency  probably ste ms 
from diffe re nt sources, and an interesting s tu y would be to 
tr � d illuminate these differences. 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
C. Paternal versus 1 fa ternal degu_g_2X. 
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This hypo thesis was significant as ohl y  10 per cent 
o f  the del inquents said their father was the �ost satisfactory 
parent comp ared with 28 er cent of  the controls. 52 per 
cent of the delinquents felt their mother w- s a more 
satisfactory parent while 34 per cent o f  the control felt 
this way. The other results showed that 11:, per cent of 
the delinquents compared to 28 per cent of the control s 
thought that both parents were equall y  satisfactory, whil e  
24 per cent of  the delinquents compared to 10 per cent o f  
the control thought that neither p arent ·uas sa tisfac co ry. 
From this we can see that for the control satisfact on is 
evenly gal anced between the mother (34 per cent ) father 
(28 er cent) and both p arents (23 per cent) . The 
delin uents tend to be heavily · in fa vour of the mother 
(52 per cent) , then neither parent (24 per cent} while the 
father comes botto m of  the list with 10 per cent. 
ndry•s results were very simil ar, 69  per cent o f  
the del nquents felt  more loved b y  their mother compared 
to 14 er cent of the control . The Gluecks though instead 
qsking the parents about their feel ing s towards their 
chil dren showed siinilar results. They found that 55 percent 
of the delinquents fathers were either ho stile  or indifferent 
towards their children, whereas 19 er cent of the fathers 
of the control had these attitudes. 72 per cent o f  the 
mothers of  the delinquents were characterised as warm 
towards their children, whereas 96  per cent of the Mothers of  
contr 1 children had this characteristic. 
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These statistics present a rather poor view of the 
delinquents' father, and this is further accentuated b the 
results from the question as�ed earlier about the boys being 
ashamed of their parents. hen the answers were analysed 
it was found that 19 of the boys were primarily ashamed of 
their father, three of their mother, and 8 of both parents. 
The most common behaviour that the boys found shameful or 
distasteful about their fathers were: excessive drinking (7 ) 
beating the· other or sisters ( 6 ) and beating the sug · ect ( 4  • 
nether feature of the delinquent boys general lack of 
attachment was the sJ1all amount of leisure activit " es that 
they shared. This of course may be due to the fathers work, 
as if he is working long hours or shift work he may have little 
time to s end with his family. However, pre suma ly, 
controlling for socio-econoTI c status should �lso control this 
factor, the control fathers would have si�ilar jobs and yet 
managed to spend more time with their sons. 
he lack of communication between father and son may 
be parti3lly due to the boy's reac ing adolescence. s the 
boy is maturing the father m y  feel chal �nged by his son, ho 
often becoT!eS critical of his actions and ecause of this he 
may�feel the need to assert �is superi rity. s this pat ern 
seems to e more in evidence in the delinquents family, 
then we may suggest that many fathers of delinquents are ery 
insecure people. This is a point which will be ret rne 
to. rhe next section, on discipline methods should help to 
gi  e s a more com lete picture of the delinq ent father. 
• l.fethod c of :::)isci£line • 
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his hypothesis W 8. S  only p - r ti lly confirmed as 
eight percent of the delinquents parents, compared to 1 1  
per cent of the c ntrols parents, se emed to be lax in 
punishment. However, 58 per cent of the del " nquents, 
compared to 34 - er cent of the con tr0 l ,  main ta · ne that 
t�eir parents punishe tha eYcess· ve y. hese recults 
iffered from other research, for ex-mp e Burt ( 1 92 9 )  fou�d 
0 linquen s, co� pa ed to tha 6 pe c nt of he mo 
1 7  er cent of th 10 he f he contro , were overlax in 
discipline. v hile 15 cent of the delinquents fathers, 
co pared to 9 er cent of the con rol fathe s were classified 
s being ove stric . Th luecks found siJ " lar result 
in that of the delinqu nt sa� 1 ,  57 e '  c nt of the mothers 
overlax and 26 perc nt of fath 
This compared to 1 2  er cen an 
arents in he control g oup. 
ro� h se figures the trend 
ere o e s tr i c t • 
p r  cent for th respectiv 
c b co.nes a parent is 
th t of n ove lax mot and an ovc stric father. 1he 
obvious difference b t n i a .. " our u s is that 
askc t e boys to indicate the usual o.y in · hich h ms 
unis d, ra h t, an d · ffere'1ce bet een a ents in t e 
s, and a OU�1 f tL.1i hm n t .  his may have been a 
inis ta �e nd • f' l- questions had bee as. ed about ho each arent 
un · she h esul ts coul have been d " fferen . However, 
inC " ca · ons of exc s ve uni ion coupl d ith a gene al 
nec:,:.1tive at Ll. to1;r ds th boy end S U  port to t e resu ts 
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o t .... ined. 
In oth samples the fqther was the chief disJenser 
of disci line. I n  oth the control and delinq ent s3 m les 
53 er cent ere un" shed m etly by the f her, whil t t 
�other p n · shed mostl in 25 ercent of c � s  s " th the 
del inr�' ell nd 26 per cent f the c n rol r p . Here 
the similarit ended and as shown by this t ble the eth 
of discipline ere stri�in 1 a · rf rent. 
Table - IV 
sic al 
e bal 
Depriv ti n f 
priv " le es 
1 okin o e cl se 
Delin_guents 
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22'1[ 
11� 22  
a thP e es 1 ts •e  c n ee t 
83 per cent f the del inq ent fat ers who erP the min'-l.nt 
s rce of YJ.i e t  · thin the famil p n · sh r h s · cal l , 
hile almos half of the co1 vrol fathers use o the methods. 
his is not to say that physical pu�i hment cau es 
oel inquenc , but it �ay e an inf uence when ph" ical 
n · J hment s exce s ve. n our del inquent s � � ;  sical 
punish.rnant was gener y regarded the oys as excessive, 
and exc e ssive pun · shment se8�ed to e asso e with fair-
ness in Q . h t  e oy resented arental, an e ec a 
. aterna , c')ntro ..:.nP' asserted i:::i snc h  a ·\!ay • ,,' at  i �  
inter � sting is that it 1.1as us ally the fat er v ho un ed 
excessively, and this may reinforce our ear " pr sta � ent tha� 
as the f ther feels c nl e n  ed y h " s adol escent son, he nee s 
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t asser h · s peri r · t , hich he c o e s  n a ph · cql 
manner. 
question th t showed the eneral ne a t  e a tmo phere 
ithin the homes of m n elinq ents was th- t concerni n 
" n  job s  round the h se. he bo s ere s en Jh t 
w d h n pen if the di 11 their j obs r d . d  s •1. th · n(l' th t 
the mew thf'ir p rents ") ld pp v of. rhe ns veres were 
· vided into f r cq teg r es. he first ' � S th t the ,  bo 
would get some monetqry re eJ r 1 2 ; both elinouent n 
cont ol fell int thi c te r . 
�he sec nd ca teg�r ' s th t the b uld be llowe ut 
us 11 into to n. 20 percent f the delinq entc: c mpq re 
t 6 rcent f the contr 1 d th t th s s t ir 1 s 1 
re rd. 
he next c�teg r � nt ned th e ·h r ce  · v ... Ve "" 1 
pra �nd this i ncl d d 50  per cent -1- p c'"' n .. rol n ' 
6 per cent f the delinc ents . 
he 1 st cq teO' r c nsi ted bo s v' a n  t t 
t e rece ve no re ·ards, it was expected that  they 
t eir jobs nd .;ere p nished if they d · � not them. l li 
in u ed �2 per cent of t e nq1 P-nts an ;>er ent of 
t e contro . t ny of the other boys have been 
punis ed if t. e did not 0 their j o  s the e has s of .t the 
qu sti n was on t e sitive s ect, t. t is wha t  wou • ap e 
if t 1e oy s we re g 0 , h inter_ sting factor broug t 
o t y t e st ca tegory was that the o· s recei e 0 
positi e rei�for ement for o d beh� i r, rat. er on y 
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.....,a .f-lV - rei. ... force fo r _hav.:.ou • 
F t1es ... s t I . 0  , st t' a ln our Sa.,.. ... ........ 
d scip, ine in th de , c ,_n ts ho e ""e ..... a tiv 
!'ath_ r th co c - "' c stan 
r " ts _ f  th 0 � o  s, u i - i die a i'"' ...... 
1.1 , ck  o_  c he ,.. mil., . .. - - .J.. .I. 
t I ' id c rr1.ticn s f' 
, sc.:..,. � i th nt ue t 0 - S •  
.,..n t'1e O!' -' i - ... u- ;;itio i clud_ • .i.m w 
to r · n o;it . 0 . C0 ist_ nt th disc.:. ine e e r ,  
v11e e ... .1e vion.., w_r a ando ned aft_r t ld es of 
t e t Ur U.._ th " -�d  d to c u e  too Much co f si n. 
h unf ___ ..... s �n- � i r., r� tu!'- of ... arental 
.. uni .J h  _ nt, 1ic'1 se '1'.led .0 c · at_ wit - XC ssive 
... u n 0 i !! .  in .its eff_ c s 0 
e r t.i c " i  c th I • t  sho s the r _nt to e U..."' :l ..... !' 
r i consis ten nd t1- refore _n no. - t_ 0 e . 
_'1ese r _ su t s_ rn. i;0 SU,_, .  _ . -St  tho. t the bo,, as .it-1-1 _ 
r - so to ' e � for cted 0 .  !' �s his p r _nt  . · 1  
.... , l:' '1ich shu_ 10 . .  e o d t • 
..... . 
r_ su, - S  ' 0; 0 differenc_ .:, 
d 1 i .LtLn nn on- - _ l l  ... u n "' I"  0 t v 3. l _ s  .... .... 
- f �"lil , h.i.c' ... ro . C -..  s.:. .... ifi �mt " if !'e C' - tt.!_ 
t e nd c n rol S !l  �hes_ resu ts 
v 11.::0.t n....., ,.,.. - il ers !' s ... 0 ,:) to question SKing what - ., 
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che't t '  ou . t t1 eir ... re ts - +-itu ' s • ere r...01 ard s  the · r 
· oininJ:1 a e an ..... .  shou d � t 1 ..., oy s t o ,  ..... .  t 
t at the.ir p arents · d o 1c,.� 0 1.1 t 1-y heloneed to u ime , 
1 1  oys s aid their ,s kn,.,,n and the _ n et c aused th .. m 
som- co c _ rn or anno� nc_ ,  
ut did ot s em o �ind . 
out o �  : 1 ,  e:t1er dl� not 
� 6 said their p arents knew 
.. .., t J.e ., j v .... i t.,r o ... aren ts , 1 ') 
no n it seems unl l  
y that u a .e mem ership caus d t e · n1t:�1 ac o atta 
ent.  
intere stine factor Fa s th re3. sons th oys '-'ave o r  
j oini e tt e anG . 
i e s  • T' c i rs t w s 
I''1e se e 
or 
a sica y in o th�ee c ateeor­
inu t:, o .. d · "'  � 1 1� ed answers 
' b  tter than st�w ine t ome ' .  
O S  enve th.is as  their ain re son �0- � o: inu �h e�n'-' . 
1 .uook ik ru.:'fians ' and 1 :!e '"' r  leat er · . ck  t nd lone hair' 
typ .ifi_ d  the responses of oys ho ' oi -d c ause they wanted 
to identi! 1ith t1e g ane . 1 �  oys fel to this c teeory. 
:he remaininu 9 � oin d ecause all t�eir fri n s ng ' 
F om  t'.. · s and e -nera� d · s cus sions wit' the oys about gan._. 
acti · it " o s  lt  E em_ tha � t h o r  uet Ur t ��- - of 
i ' ,.,,n ·ity fr m t'-le 3�n3 , n ido ... ti t .. hic h  unfo _ tun telJ tJnds  
to he so�ia � un�ccep ta e . Gan� �if- , hich usua v 
i .cltid s a of th .. J ke: d ,  doc s ssem i . ortant to th se 
oys . .  ho ere not he i .  .  n t  .in te ine e out t1 ir .., ang 
ac  -i  i ies . T ouv · thi s  coul ' e use - to k 1..L, nu!llerous 
iff r ' ne t'iv orie . 1 ut ..,ang invo ·ement · t - oe s  seem t at 
th� �oy s  �en r· lly _ack �n a 'e .u te : enti y . hich a cord ing 
9 
o our the ry .:.s t least p rt · a y attri u 3 to a 
ck of p arenta attachem .... . 
I c oncl usion it seems fair to state that t 1e ain reas n 
J J S  re attrac ed to gan s is a defectiv_ f i J if_ .  
li' - . a ti') s .  
'T" • ' _ is  l o t  es:.s s ... roven, s on y 9 ... r c_nt �f t1e 
non- ....,a ....., rn m r e c ontent to rema.:. .L� the o ttom soc i a  
c ass c orn ared 50 ) r c nt of th� ....,ang _ m _ er aps 
_ l  tha t t' is �o s ls tha t h_ �ane me er is ore re ist c 
d an int  resti tion wou d ' a  e �  1 to ask not on "I 
" .. hat � o  d ou �o ... e you 1 1 o t in ' ut lso , ha �  j o  do 
you think ou . .'i o tain? _ 1 u el  eports, 
ho1 • .'ever, tha ?v ... - c n t of his s mp e vhen ske a simi ar 
�-st.:.on were confident t' t th .. ou::'...d ucce_ · i nt ring 
the oc cu  ... a�ion of their choice • 
..1.hese res 11 ts vend to , - .d. s:i ... p or t  to OL.en• s Y)O t1esis 
t a t the ga  0 p ov · aes a wa out for t':ie oy face w .:. t  the 
p o  em o status frustration � that t1e uan0 va U-s an' 
asp irations c om to _ v.:.ewed s the socia rea ity. t 
resu l,s, ho, e er , se to show that .. rim easo for g1.ng 
m rs1"' _;_  ... is a l !lck of a ... ta('>h!ne t to parents n f ·A .. i 
ra t'1-r t' _a s t · u "'  f _ us  t.ra tio . 
o ... ..... od � " - : 1e · r oun lden ti ty the () s er .... at the ir O\m 
u :iun norms hie sta lsh t _ ir :den ti y .  
o en ' s  term or mlne �he resu t s a a k o oc a asp irati ns, 
the ifference in as to vh_ th r t .e in · t · al cause stems 
from status frus ra ti n or lack of a t  t:1e men t to parents a d 
f !Ililie • 
I believe an inte estin - p a l el c� · l b� r n 
beb1ee 1 t e hipp mo e ent and the s cial · z t 
n he� c the i, . ff ring resp 1se  n e s  n .., .. ' 
e s J.. t1er I, e n 1 'l t " C r 
c-,f t .._ ., C 'l"l'l 1. t  nd dig " ll  si nmen t i t  p :-en s C' rn c: n t-
'..l v s f n 1 S0 C 
.. 3.l ... th oys L. an s .. !' _ is this hy. othes.:. 
is .ell su G tantiat his res a ch as com _icat d 
oc:si le uiffer n t n of Aao an 
ich  i fu t:. ... co lie · t d y t 11an r · ff ring 
d graes of !'I Q  iness. .. l ... ho ' o h th • ; f' f' » ::ices sec . ..., d  S U:!' ri ( ... _ . ... -
irrg T s all m. o 
i'r� dom 11 in lv isure ac 
cour� - ,  iv n the bo ' the 
and s .. � mor tin . t'1 the 
ivities. 
- � chn.nc 
ang . 
as  
to 
�C 
in th 
h2 
C'J 
h h 
ount ..L 
... � "-'  0 ' 
in 0 contact 
incidc-nc of 
aori g mem er s • artially attri utdbl to th pe -
I �  so ms a ... so , that 1 L .m of the ao .i. soc.i.al 
of  
"'y s t �  gr es of a �or tion of pa e�a val es 
h ve e re a ted h )!' o bl ms ha t account for t'1 la� 0 
+ ·  .. ion o �ao ri .... in I is evi · ent .at tl 
a ri de in 1 e .. t rel 3. t · o  s�1i. s .:.th h.:.s ... a.ren ts · · f_ e r  fr m 
he akeha f"l .:.lies, the • .  a ri con tr 1 ou ... and 
uit:.o� 1 i 
a tte s sh n 
t e n. 
... "{ r 
.;.i vidence for the 
ea ch t'1e ' 
ore 
0 
a. om 
ith, 
7 1  
. ulligan, w. o has sho; n that cl-scene is traditiona�l 
n tim to etu n O tl e famil . H has al o fo nd hat 
i:,5( • th mo the s s n as t� gre te sourc of ustration 
and is 1 s� aff - ctionat- , or asserti e and mo _ inclin d 
e � i�ns' � J · t· her chil " r  n th n 
th fn t. e 'he o t. r t d s to be n as 1nishing of 
berr -: ·  ' . hilst t 1 father is more o en s en as t1 
� �vide of re •ar � 
... oday .in many .1aori families the roles se em reversed. 
�f  e s  eroty. e the 'ao · d 1 · n uents• father · e  can includ 
h .  .:__ Hao" n I s  
t aditi n 1 s 
b, the ::. 0 t.. 
1 )56 
lS :J.n 
h te 
actio ... 
cone 4 t 0 a r 
i entity hav .... 
ociety. c ns 
m h.:. .J b or 
tr atist individual hose 
........ n sev r 1 distur 
u nt .... y, � can t 0 
fe 1 of s cur.:.t in 
h- home. H com ns� � - � y tr• · ng to gn in satisfaction f m 
ot ..... r s, such as -che coL- um ti.on o al cohol. If eels 
' i " r  car · o , s au tho it ch ll�mge 
domi · ce in a . hysical mann° . 
ho e he sserts his 
of n seem to b 
w hav een, d -in uents 
sha ed o their fathe ' for the above 
r sons • Ge e ally th Maori control fathers see _d  to ave 
. a e a  more sc...tisf ctory C!.12. tu 1 adjus .... ment. 
,.• rom ur evid nc the • ri o thP r seems to e a more 
sa ·1 sr�ctory arent possi lJ s t  is role is 1 ss die tu b d 
y t' ... e changini social environ en t. ' .:..s has also e n 
y usub 1 " g  n rally . faori rJomen onsi tit te 
a ore c hes.:.ve and responsib� roup than the . ao i men in 
fam..:.ly an comnuni t, life" . H gen maintains that du i�g 
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culture con ta-ct · or soc..:..al change a :om n' s role ill cl-iange 
less than the mans. he man will have to ada t to a new 
soc · ety, a society that · 11 un er v�lue o even rejec his 
tradition 1 skills. he oman s ..:..11 has er horn and fam�ly 
and can still p od ce children. 
,B:..!.- C :..�Ur.§:1 .. .,rareness • . 
. 1 though our · ...... ,c of 1aorin ss and especially the 
cco ing system used ay n t. be very extensive or valid it 
did provide so 1 v ry interesting results. 0 er cen of  
the gang embers ere contained in the bottom t o  categories, 
com ared to 57 er cent of t. e non-gang m mbers. nly 7 er 
cent of gang mem ers 1 re contai. ed in the to t o  categories, 
com ar d to 17 er cent of the control. 
ne roblem is that this i�dex may also distinguish those 
Iao · s  ho, having n success 11 -ssi ilated into he 
white c..il t re, may sl o very little aori cultural knowledge. 
H :ever, there is some evi�erce to suggest itchie 1163 p37) 
tha t e more highly accultur�t d aoris tended to c nciousl 
r to accumulate . . aori lo e. hus, in this index t� o factors 
are b ine tested hlch might be  called ' aorines� ) 
enculturationt and • ... 1 or · :>ess by choice'. 
Many of th ..... Mao:-i gang-members think that Maori custo . s  
re outdat d and irrelev�nt to th i life, even something to 
b s ig1tly ashamed about. . hen I asked the bo s to explain 
. h the �·,ere ashamed f their aren ts, six boys said it -1as 
bee use th ..... y looked and act9d li e old fashioned aoris. 
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eaking aori and the women going to to\ n wearing their 
long black skirts were cite d. ne boy said that the most 
shameful experie ce he had had was aking his parents to see 
his probati0n officer. He was not ashamed because he had 
got into trouble, bu because of the way his pare ts loo'rn d, 
1 · us li'::e old aoris' .  
Most an members did not seem very proud or even conscdous 
of any sort o: Maoritanga', by 1hich I ean the essential 
na tllre of t aori cul tu::::-e, that which dis ti...�gi.1.ishes it 
from all otl1ers. 
I. r j.1dice. -----
..1.he r sul ts showed that 3 5  .J r cent of th gang members 
said that either they or their friends disliked pakehas, 
v hile just over half of the non-ga. g aoris said t1is. �e 
easons for disl . kin5 akehas were embod ied in SllC h co nents 
as 't ey' too smar I or ' think they're big' or t1ey call us 
names such as 'bl ck pigs'. 1 er cent of the gang members 
sho, ed no disli e of akehas while 43 er cent of the non-gang 
members had this at titude. nly tuo boys in the Maori sam le , 
both ga'1g .:iembers, said that their arents xi ressed any dislike 
of akehas. �e said t�at is arents did not want to have 
them as neigubours. 
The resporses to these uestions :ere o v usly nfluenc d 
y the fact tha as �hite, and although some boys w re 
very fran c, others , denied any animosity to ards 
a ehas yet cl aimed th all heir friends dislik d pakehas. 
o�e of these boys, ather than tell me they did not like 
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pakehas 1hich they may have thought was implying that they 
did not like me, nay have proj cted th ir dislike on to their 
friends. � lthough one cannot be certain ab ut this it �ay 
have be n a factor influencing the res�lts. Unfort ately, 
the faori ang embers did show a definite raci 1 dislike, 
this was also sho m by the qu s tion asking gang embers what 
so t of things t' ey did when they were r.ii th the gang. For 
many, gang fighting against pakehas seemed to occupy a large 
proportion of their time. 
�xample of some of the ore colo�rful responses included: 
'Hang round or go to utararu �o fight the ak9has' . ,  and 
' alk round, if any akehas got smar ,  belt them'. hough 
these may se m m  r ly boasting hras s they do sho· an 
underlyin racial tension, v hich in ma y cases exploded into 
violence. his ha ened, for example, .d th the I at Patrol 1 , 
a ,J hakat8.ne gang, no lar ely defunct.., u o used to have full 
scale ge1g bra 1ls 1i h the 1 Gisborne surfies', a redominantly: 
white rou . 
From this we can se that the Maori gang member has a 
ne ·1 id "' n  ti ty hich unfortuna el seems to be as d largely 
on colo r, rather than on his cultural difference or Maori-
tanga. ':iis situation may lead to the creation of colour 
stereotyping on both sides, and is frighteningly simi ar to 
the i tuation of the . merican negro sho n by Griffin 1 962 ) .  
rief swn�ary of the res ults shows: that delinquency 
tends to be associated with the lo�e saci-econornic classes. 
Con trollin0 this variable it ·1a � foUJ."1.d that the delinquents 
gene ally � end less im with the " r arents in leisur 
ursuits an th " nk that their parent are less  interested in 
th- m than the no:1-delinquent sanpl • Though bo h the 
d linq ents 1 parents seemed les s satisfactory th'-' n the non-
delinquents, it ;as sho n that thE d quert. father was 
es ecially nsatisfactory. te two groups also sho1ed a 
ifference in the method of dis cipline, the delinquents 
tendi to be punished hysically an more excessively than 
the control . 
Having ut i fo ;a d as a basic re�ise + hat delinquents 
tend to be les s  attached to thei arents, it as su0 gested 
that lack of attach ent to par nts would be a m or r ason for 
the boy j o.;,.ning a gang. his was .. ell shmm by comparing 
delinqu . t and control gan members. 
inally it ,ias sho n that the .foori was articularly 
redis osed toi ards gang member�hi not only ecause of a 
lack of arer.tal a ac'1. 1.e nt, , t also beca'J.se of t1e influ nee 
of th ee g u. b fore adoles cence. he �aori gang member 
was · ctured as cau0ht bet een t o  cultures, r garding tj 
or trad.i t.:.onal 1 .a0 ri cul tur as out :::ioded while als o being 
rej u ice' ag!lins t the ·Jhi te society. In the att mpt to 
scape he forms . is o� n identit in g ngs, often based on 
colour. 
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hroughout this rese rch v as complicated by possible 
racial differences betv een the �aori and akeha su jects. 
s these did not seem to alter the basic results any future 
research ould be co_ centrat d =iore specific:1lly  on the 
different types of attachm nts shown beti en parents and 
chil dr n in the belief that these iff rences may procuce 
differin ty s or shades of delinquency. 
n advanta of a broad based piece of research is that 
it suggests any ideas for furth r specific research. 
Included among these ·10uld be an attempt to look more fully  
at the fathers role in the caasation of del inq ency. .i nether 
e- �ould be to com are and contr� st th differend s and 
si:nilariti s between lo  •er class and niddle class delin uency. 
Finall y, in an attempt to validate thes results 
de l in uency should be regarded from a cross cultural perspective, 
as a similar study hroughout sever 1 cultures voul d indicate 
hether ther is any validity in assu�ing that a major 
causative factor in delinquency is inadequate relationships 
between parents and children. In this research a ho eful 
sign has been the essential si;nilari ty b tween the _:aori 
and akeha saTI l e, indicating that parental relationships are 
the key causative factor in delinquency. 
.. . 
1 • 
in th��an_: .. om • 
�otal ·um e r = 50 
= 1 
Th:s can e sub-divided  into : 
Breaking and e ntry = 11 
Car conv r i:)n = 1 3 this �as the lit 
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r ) J. 
of de lin .. �en:�, as for so me reason car conversion � as 
consi e red  the most lamo rous o ffanse . )  
c. • e ce iving = 
d. Bur61 r = 1 
2 . 
= 
• = 1 
F i n s = 1 
u .. = 5 
.... latives b other or co sin) = 4 . 1.  
y hi . self = 2 
... h:. ..., s e .  s ... o contr9:' ic t . e ck::..sss'i.., ' 1) 57 J  sse r tion  t. at 
he · elin J.G�t ac L, cownonl a 0 rOJ. .ldVen 
: o , . .  ver, the rtJ ...,ult.., ma c Q Gn to que stion  as of the ? 
oys h sni th y co'llillitt d the crime y th �selves some 
may have e n  1 ing in order to rote ct una pre 1ended 
accoL.p lice s or to a pear a mo r acco lish d e r.: 'Tiinal, iJh:. ch 
seems to somd ;hat of an i al. umi�g that t e results ar 
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re asonably valid, they could reflect the New e aland 
situation in which the delinquent subculture has yet to 
fully arise . 
. n effort was made to keep  the sam le s re asonably 
comparable . Once the delinquent sample was complete d 
distributions for age, socio- e conomic status and inte llige nce 
were calculate d, as well as fo� the racial composition. 
he controls were selecte d firstly by dividing the 
delinque nt samp le according to race , thus we had to select 
35 Maoris and 15 pakehas. aking the Maori sample we 
calculated the mean and standard deviation of the sample 
age , and e nsured that the age of the controls fell within 
this range . The same was done with socio- econo 1ic status, 
the controls nee de d  to be within the limits shown by the 
delinquents. 
In e llige nce po e d  a roblem, as there was insufficient 
time to te st all the control and also as the efficacy of 
conventional intelligence te sts with different r acial groups 
may be questione d. I de cide d any formal comparison may 
not have bee n  worth the effort involve d. 
e nerally the delinquents scored betwee n  8 to 1 5  
points be low ave rage , though their non-verbal intellige nce 
quotient tended to be higher . s the tis has no non-
verbal section and tends to be primarily a te st of language 
ability re sults on the delinque nt non- verbal se ction of 
the • . • I .S. or . I  • •  c .  were compare d  to the controls 
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results on the tis. � S  there are many differences 
bet 1een the tests, as one is an indivi dual test, and the 
� ther a group test, we merely checked to see that the 
controls resul s re · i  hin the sa�e range as the delin uen s. 
aori. 
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difference in th selection methods \ hich should have 
be n mentioned rlier as the area from which the boys 
came. he bo from the 1and Home came r m  all over 
the , aikato and further afiel " including a large nuober 
from the w haka tane Opotiki area , whereas the control 1ere 
dra n e.-clusi vely from he Hamil ton and Ngaruawahia area . 
The effect of this on the results as robably minimal but 
mus t e k t in mind. 
* Jechsler Intelligence � cale for Children 
* .� chsler . dul t Intelligence cale. 
e �uestionair • 
his q estio naire contains uestion about your 
1 
a ily l ife n bout your 1 i u activitie s. If you 
don't v. ant to ans ; - an f hese qi s:ions, j�s 1 av 
it nc go o to the next on . • h t  you it is 
co nf iden ial, ·JOn' t b using yo ur na.TI o any hing 
els hat c0 ld identify you. 
*S c ion I 
1. ou living �ith your natu al family? 
2.  If hi is no t yo ur natural fa · 1y,  1 o re . ou 
living ;i  h and ho · long have you liv itb �em? 
3. Ho 1 an b o thers and sist r o you hav ? 
5 .  
6 .  
.lha t g s a e the o s irru 1edia t ly older and younge 
than you? . 
,J ha sort of " ob d es you father have? 
tell me the hours he 1:,1ortcs? 
Can you 
Jo yo-1 WO k? 1 hat so t of job does sh 
have? . 
*, . here bo i as no t livi�g i h his n tur 1 f -nily, but 
� s livinG in a normal f �ily situation he as instructed to 
consi� h he pe �le he liv d ith \ e  e hi arents, and 
that the o th �e�bers of the f mil � ere his b o ther and 
sisters. 
I 
1. o yo� go out much w ' th 
the fa-nily? ,!hat so of 
our aren and the rest of 
hings �ould yo o o�e her? 
2. o y ou go out more ith one parent than the other? 
8 2  
If so, what sort of things i ould you do · ith that parent? 
3 .  , hat does ycur mother usually do in the I ek- nds , 
or wh n s he has ot so� . free tiTI ? 
• � ha t d s your f 3. th r do h n I s not 1.mrking? 
5 .  D �  ing your s a=e time , 1ha t so_ t of thj ngs can y u 
o at hox.e? o you wish ther was more o do? 
6 .  D o  you h�ve an hobbies or be long vO any clu s?  
Pleas des c  i he m. 
7 .  . hat so  .... �t o hings do you usually do in t e e k- nds?  
excluding ork} 
8 .  o you usuall y  spend mos t of the eel{end by your self,  
with your �ily or ith friends? 
9 . o you ofte n bring your f iends home ? If so, what 
sort of things do you do at ho ? 
' e ction III 
1. In general, do you think your paren s a e intereste 
in you ,  and !hat you're doing, or do you think they're too 
busy · ith other things . 
2 .  . hich are nt do you think is most inte re ste d  in you?. 
3 .  o y:>u thin your arents give y 1 e nough a ttention? 
4 .  . . ould you S 3.Y hat you are nts of ten ,  SO'Ile time s, 0 
ne ver sho af..'.:' ction towards you?. 
5 .  o you of ten,  only so:ne im s , or nev r show them 
ffection? 
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IV. 
1. Do y ur arent� have any rule about how often you 
are allo - d out and •hen  you should be bac�? .  
h t  are the sa ule s? 
If so, 
2 .  _. re u all ve d out only sone times, ofte�, or neve r? 
3 .  o you ave a y s. ecial jobs to do around he house ? 
If o, :hat do h se jobs entail? 
_ re th re any tbings w ich you can do that � ill please 
your pare n s? leas give some exam 1 s .  
5 . If you do so e hing vhich pleas s your arents d o  they 
give you some ret ard , prais 
e xpect you to do it anyway? 
au, or act as thou0h they just 
6. .! hat so t of things do you do th2. t make your pare nts 
angry . 
7 .  If you o so�e t�ing your parents t ink is Jrong do 
you get unished? 
8 . . J hat sort of unis��ent do you receive ? 
1 • . hich arent if any ) is th oss 
1 0 .  \, hich parent do u obe y ost. 
1 1 • o you thin your arents uni sh 
little, or about t' e rig�t amou�t? 
�e ction V. 
in your 
you too 
ho:ne? 
UC ' too 
1. Hov do you get on � i th you brothers and sisters? 
2 .  Do you think that your p� ents t eat you roth rs and 
sisters b tt r tha yo�? lease giv exam les. 
3 .  . hich ar nt if either knov s ore about yoi, and 
nce rs �n S OU 8 S v? 
4 
If you got into trou l e  1ould you tell your p arents 
or t y to get a ay · ith it? 
5 . If you got into tr ublc and had to tell your arents , 
uhic h one wo 1 '  y ou ell? 
6 . If ou had a obl- m, 1hich aremt 1ould you prefer 
to talk to a out it? 
7 .  o your arents argue or qQar el much in fron of you 
ection VI. 
1. ,.,, hich aren t o you think you are most li 1:e 
2.  ,, hich a1°ent if either i. ould you li e to be 1 ke 
ihen you g t older? 
3 . Have y ou ever been ashamed of any thi110 either of your 
arents have said or done? 
. .  ction VI 
Give examples. 
1. Have ou ever bel nged to a gang? 
2. If so, why did you join the gang? 
3. . as it a Vao i, mi' ed or a�eha ang • 
4 .  o, much ti e i:.JOuld y ou sp nd with the gang on an 
avera.;e eeken . 
5 . . hat sort o thinas would you do as a gang 
6 . . . ha t d:'..d y our parents th.:.nk a ut your b longing to 
a g�.:ng? 
Secti on VIII. 
1 .  Do you L:e school? 1, hy, or why not . 
2. o you ver • wag' school? 
3 . How often would you do this and what sorts of things 
·would you do h n ou didn I t go to school? ' 
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*4 . Have you ever done anything else such as stealing? 
I o, of ten" 
5 .  o you ask our arents to hvl you with home work? 
If not, 1hy not? 
6 .  Ho m ch longer d o  you want to stay at sc1ool? 
q. .  , hat sort of thing · ould you like to do when you leave 
school . 
8 . \•hat do ou think our arents want you to do when you 
leave school? . 
* elinguents . ere not ask d this question. ee 
s eci 1 sec ion attatched. 
his last s ct · on of the questionair is to be completed by 
aori children only. 
ection I:\. . 
1. Have you ever felt that you were being � icked on at 
chool or else� here because you are a Maori?.  
2. Ho'.-J do you f el about akehas? 
• Ho� do  you think your arents regard akehas? 
Hav any of our Maori fri nds ver told you that they 
dislike pakeh s .  
5 .  � r e  o th of your parents !1aori? 
6 . o you ev r visit the marae? 
7. t hat is a to hung a? 
3 .  o your arents s�eak  Maori? 
If so, how often . 
If so, do they s eak 
it ost of the ti4 , onl� sometim s, or hardly ever, in 
th home? . 
9 How much aori can you s ak? 
10 . 
1 1 • 
i 
Can you name the tribe that you be ong to . •  
Have yo u at any staze of  your life lived in a a? 
so, for ho , long? • 
his sec ion as o ly esented to the elin �ent 
s m l e. 
ct ion 
1. ,1 hat are you in the Boys Home fo ? 
2. id you do this by yourself, or with some o thers . 
3. ave ou ever committed this or other crimes sue 
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as this b fo ? If so, was this often, or only o ccassionally? 
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